
IT 2354 EMBEDDED SYSTEMS 

UNIT I 

EMBEDDED COMPUTING 

 

1.1 CHALLENGES OF EMBEDDED SYSTEMS: 

External constraints are one important source of difficulty in embedded system design. Let’s 

consider some important problems that must be taken into account in embedded system design. 

 

How much hardware do we need? 

 

We have a great deal of control over the amount of computing power we apply to our 

problem. We cannot only select the type of microprocessor used, but also select the amount of 

memory, the peripheral devices , and more. Since we often must meet both performance 

deadlines and manufacturing cost constraints ,the choice of hardware is important—too little 

hardware and the system fails to meet its deadlines,too much hardware and it becomes too 

expensive. 

 

How do we meet deadlines? 

 

The brute force way of meeting a deadline is to speed up the hardware so that the 

program runs faster. Of course, that makes the system more expensive. It is also entirely possible 

that increasing the CPU clock rate may not make enough difference to execution time, since the 

program’s speed may be limited by the memory system. 

 

How do we minimize power consumption? 

 

In battery-powered applications, power consumption is extremely important. Even in non 

battery applications, excessive power consumption can increase heat dissipation. One way to 

make a digital system consume less power is to make it run more slowly, but naively slowing 

down the system can obviously lead to missed deadlines. Careful design is required to slow 

down the noncritical parts of the machine for power consumption while still meeting necessary 

performance goals. 

 

How do we design for upgradability? 

 

The hardware platform may be used over several product generations, or for several 

different versions of a product in the same generation, with few or no changes.However, we want 

to be able to add features by changing software. How can we design a machine that will provide 

the required performance for software that we haven’t yet written? 

 

 

 



Does it really work? 

 

Reliability is always important when selling products—customers rightly expect that 

products they buy will work. Reliability is especially important in some applications, such as 

safety-critical systems. If we wait until we have a running system and try to eliminate the bugs, 

we will be too late—we won’t find enough bugs, it will be too expensive to fix them, and it will 

take too long as well. Another set of challenges comes from the characteristics of the 

components and systems themselves. If workstation programming is like assembling a machine 

on a bench, then embedded system design is often more like working on a car—cramped, 

delicate, and difficult. Let’s consider some ways in which the nature of embedded computing 

machines makes their design more difficult. 

 

Complex testing: Exercising an embedded system is generally more difficult than typing 

in some data. We may have to run a real machine in order to generate the proper data. The timing 

of data is often important, meaning that we cannot separate the testing of an embedded computer 

from the machine in which it is embedded. 

 

 Limited observability and controllability: Embedded computing systems usually do not 

come with keyboards and screens. This makes it more difficult to see what is going on and to 

affect the system’s operation. We may be forced to watch the values of electrical signals on the 

microprocessor bus, for example, to know what is going on inside the system. Moreover, in real-

time applications we may not be able to easily stop the system to see what is going on inside. 

 

Restricted development environments: The development environments for embedded 

systems (the tools used to develop software and hardware) are often much more limited than 

those available for PCs and workstations. We generally compile code on one type of machine, 

such as a PC, and download it onto the embedded system. To debug the code, we must usually 

rely on programs that run on the PC or workstation and then look inside the embedded system. 

 

1.2 EMBEDDED SYSTEM DESIGN PROCESS: 

 

This section provides an overview of the embedded system design process aimed at two 

objectives. First,it will give us an introduction to the various steps in embedded system design 

before we delve into them in more detail. Second, it will allow us to consider the design 

methodology itself. A design methodology is important for three reasons. First, it allows us to 

keep a scorecard on a design to ensure that we have done everything we need to do, such as 

optimizing performance or performing functional tests. Second, it allows us to develop 

computer-aided design tools. Developing a single program that takes in a concept for an 

embedded system and emits a completed design would be a daunting task, but by first breaking 

the process into manageable steps, we can work on automating (or at least semi automating) the 

steps one at a time. Third, a design methodology makes it much easier for members of a design 

team to communicate. By defining the overall process, team members can more easily 

understand what they are supposed to do, what they should receive from other team members at 

certain times, and what they are to hand off when they complete their assigned steps. Since most 

embedded systems are designed by teams, coordination is perhaps the most important role of a 

well-defined design methodology. 



Figure 1.1 summarizes the major steps in the embedded system design process.In this top–down 

view, we start with the system requirements. In the next step, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

FIGURE 1.1 

Major levels of abstraction in the design process.  

 

 

specification, we create a more detailed description of what we want. But the specification states 

only how the system behaves, not how it is built. The details of the system’s internals begin to 

take shape when we develop the architecture, which gives the system structure in terms of large 

components. Once we know the components we need, we can design those components, 

including both software modules and any specialized hardware we need. Based on those 

components, we can finally build a complete system. In this section we will consider design from 

the top–down—we will begin with the most abstract description of the system and conclude with 

concrete details. The alternative is a bottom–up view in which we start with components to 

build a system. Bottom–up design steps are shown in the figure as dashed-line arrows. We need 

bottom–up design because we do not have perfect insight into how later stages of the design 

process will turn out. Decisions at one stage of design are based upon estimates of what will 

happen later: 

How fast can we make a particular function run? 

How much memory will we need?  

How much system bus capacity do we need? 

If our estimates are inadequate, we may have to backtrack and amend our original decisions to 

take the new facts into account. In general, the less experience we have with the design of similar 

systems , the more we will have to rely on bottom-up design information to help us refine the 

Top-down design 

Requirements 

Architecture 

Specification 

System Integration 



system. But the steps in the design process are only one axis along which we can view embedded 

system design. We also need to consider the major goals of the design: 

  manufacturing cost; 

  performance ( both overall speed and deadlines); and 

  power consumption. 

We must also consider the tasks we need to perform at every step in the design process. At each 

step in the design, we add detail: 

 We must analyze the design at each step to determine how we can meet the 

specifications. 

  We must then refine the design to add detail. 

 And we must verify the design to ensure that it still meets all system goals, such as cost, 

speed, and so on. 

 

1.2.1 Requirements 
Clearly, before we design a system, we must know what we are designing. The initial 

stages of the design process capture this information for use in creating the architecture and 

components. We generally proceed in two phases: First, we gather an informal description from 

the customers known as requirements, and we refine the requirements into a specification that 

contains enough information to begin designing the system architecture. 

Separating out requirements analysis and specification is often necessary because of the 

large gap between what the customers can describe about the system they want and what the 

architects need to design the system. Consumers of embedded systems are usually not 

themselves embedded system designers or even product designers. Their understanding of the 

system is based on how they envision users interactions with the system. They may have 

unrealistic expectations as to what can be done within their budgets; and they may also express 

their desires in a language very different from system architects’ jargon. Capturing a consistent 

set of requirements from the customer and then massaging those requirements into a more formal 

specification is a structured way to manage the process of translating from the consumer’s 

language to the designer’s. 

Requirements may be functional or nonfunctional. We must of course capture the basic 

functions of the embedded system, but functional description is often not sufficient. Typical 

nonfunctional requirements include: 

 Performance: The speed of the system is often a major consideration both for the 

usability of the system and for its ultimate cost. As we have noted, performance may be a 

combination of soft performance metrics such as approximate time to perform a user-

level function and hard deadlines by which a particular operation must be completed. 

 Cost: The target cost or purchase price for the system is almost always a consideration. 

Cost typically has two major components: manufacturing cost includes the cost of 

components and assembly; nonrecurring engineering (NRE) costs include the personnel 

and other costs of designing the system. 

  Physical size and weight: The physical aspects of the final system can vary greatly 

depending upon the application. An industrial control system for an assembly line may be 

designed to fit into a standard-size rack with no strict limitations on weight. A handheld 

device typically has tight requirements on both size and weight that can ripple through 

the entire system design. 



  Power consumption: Power, of course, is important in battery-powered systems and is 

often important in other applications as well. Power can be specified in the requirements 

stage in terms of battery life—the customer is unlikely to be able to describe the 

allowable wattage. 

Validating a set of requirements is ultimately a psychological task since it requires 

understanding both what people want and how they communicate those needs. One good way to 

refine at least the user interface portion of a system’s requirements is to build a mock-up. The 

mock-up may use canned data to simulate functionality in a restricted demonstration, and it may 

be executed on a PC or a workstation. But it should give the customer a good idea of how the 

system will be used and how the user can react to it. Physical, nonfunctional models of devices 

can also give customers a better idea of characteristics such as size and weight. 

 

 Name 

 Purpose 

 Inputs 

 Outputs 

 Functions 

 Performance 

 Manufacturing cost 

 Power 

 Physical size and weight 

 

1.2.2 Specification 

 

The specification is more precise—it serves as the contract between the customer and the 

architects. As such, the specification must be carefully written so that it accurately reflects the 

customer’s requirements and does so in a way that can be clearly followed during design. 

Specification is probably the least familiar phase of this methodology for neophyte 

designers, but it is essential to creating working systems with a minimum of designer effort. 

Designers who lack a clear idea of what they want to build when they begin typically make 

faulty assumptions early in the process that aren’t obvious until they have a working system. At 

that point, the only solution is to take the machine apart, throw away some of it, and start again. 

Not only does this take a lot of extra time, the resulting system is also very likely to be inelegant, 

kludgey, and bug-ridden. 

The specification should be understandable enough so that someone can verify that it 

meets system requirements and overall expectations of the customer. It should also be 

unambiguous enough that designers know what they need to build. Designers can run into 

several different types of problems caused by unclear specifications. If the behavior of some 

feature in a particular situation is unclear from the specification, the designer may implement the 

wrong functionality. If global characteristics of the specification are wrong or incomplete, the 

overall system architecture derived from the specification may be inadequate to meet the needs 

of implementation. 

A specification of the GPS system would include several components: 

 

 Data received from the GPS satellite constellation. 

 



 Map data. 

 User interface. 

 Operations that must be performed to satisfy customer requests. 

 Background actions required to keep the system running, such as operating the GPS 

receiver. 

 

1.2.3 Architecture Design 
The specification does not say how the system does things, only what the system does. 

Describing how the system implements those functions is the purpose of the architecture. The 

architecture is a plan for the overall structure of the system that will be used later to design the 

components that make up the architecture. The creation of the architecture is the first phase of 

what many designers think of as design. 

To understand what an architectural description is, let’s look at a sample architecture for 

the moving map of Example 1.1. Figure 1.3 shows a sample system architecture in the form of a 

block diagram that shows major operations and data flows among them. 

This block diagram is still quite abstract—we have not yet specified which operations 

will be performed by software running on a CPU, what will be done by special-purpose 

hardware, and so on. The diagram does, however, go a long way toward describing how to 

implement the functions described in the specification. We clearly see, for example, that we need 

to search the topographic database and to render (i.e., draw) the results for the display. We have 

chosen to separate those functions so that we can potentially do them in parallel—performing 

rendering separately from searching the database may help us update the screen more fluidly. 

 
 

FIGURE 1.3  BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR THE MOVING MAP 
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FIG 1.4  HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURES FOR THE MOVING MAP 

 

1.2.4  DESIGNING HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE COMPONENTS: 

 Must spend time architecting the system before you start coding. 

 Some components are ready-made,  some can be modified from existing designs, 

others must be designed from scratch. 

1.2.5  SYSTEM INTEGRATION 

 Put together the components. 

o Many bugs appear only at this stage. 

 Have a plan for integrating components to uncover bugs quickly, test as much 

functionality as early as possible. 

 



1.3 EMBEDDED PROCESSOR -8051 MICROCONTROLLER 

 

 

1.4 ARM PROCESSOR 

 

ARCHITECTURE: 

 

VON NEUMANN ARCHITECTURE: 

 Memory holds data, instructions. 

 Central processing unit (CPU) fetches instructions from memory. 

o Separate CPU and memory distinguishes programmable computer. 

 CPU registers help out: program counter (PC), instruction register (IR), general-

purpose registers, etc. 

 

 

HARVARD ARCHITECTURE: 

  



VON NEUMANN VS. HARVARD: 

o Harvard can’t use self-modifying code. 

o Harvard allows two simultaneous memory fetches. 

o Most DSPs use Harvard architecture for streaming data: 

 greater memory bandwidth; 

 more predictable bandwidth 

INSTRUCTION SET CHARACTERISTICS: 

 Fixed vs. variable length. 

 Addressing modes. 

 Number of operands. 

 Types of operands. 

 Data Operations 
Arithmetic and logical operations in C are performed in variables. Variables are 

implemented as memory locations. Therefore, to be able to write instructions to perform C 

expressions and assignments, we must consider both arithmetic and logical instructions as well 

as instructions for reading and writing memory. Figure 2.7 shows a sample fragment of C code 

with data declarations and several assignment statements. The variables a, b, c, x, y, and z all 

become data locations in memory. In most cases data are kept relatively separate from 

instructions in the program’s memory image. 

In the ARM processor, arithmetic and logical operations cannot be performed directly on 

memory locations. While some processors allow such operations to directly reference main 

memory, ARM is a load-store architecture—data operands must first be loaded into the CPU 

and then stored back to main memory to save the results. Figure 2.8 shows the registers in the 

basic ARM programming model. ARM has 16 general-purpose registers, r0 through r15. Except 

for r15, they are identical—any operation that can be done on one of them can be done on the 

other one also. The r15 register has the same capabilities as the other registers, but it is also used 

as the program counter. The program counter should of course not be overwritten for use in data 

operations. However, giving the PC the properties of a general-purpose register allows the 

program counter value to be used as an operand in computations, which can make certain 

programming tasks easier. 

The other important basic register in the programming model is the current program 

status register (CPSR). This register is set automatically during every arithmetic, logical, or 

shifting operation. The top four bits of the CPSR hold the following useful information about the 

results of that arithmetic/logical operation: 

 The negative (N) bit is set when the result is negative in two’s-complement 

arithmetic. 

 The zero (Z) bit is set when every bit of the result is zero. 

 The carry (C) bit is set when there is a carry out of the operation. 

 The overflow(V) bit is set when an arithmetic operation results in an overflow. 

 

 



int a, b, c, x, y, z; 

x =(a +b) - c; 

y _a 

* 

(b _c); 

z _(a << 2) | (b & 15); 

 

FIGURE 2.7 

A C fragment with data operations. 

 

 
 

 Word is 32 bits long. 

 Word can be divided into four 8-bit bytes. 

 ARM addresses can be 32 bits long. 

 Address refers to byte. 

o Address 4 starts at byte 4. 

 Can be configured at power-up as either little- or bit-endian mode. 

 

ARM STATUS BITS 

 

 Every arithmetic, logical, or shifting operation sets CPSR bits: 

o N (negative), Z (zero), C (carry), V (overflow). 

 Examples:  

o -1 + 1 = 0: NZCV = 0110. 

o 2
31

-1+1 = -2
31

: NZCV = 0101. 

 

ARM DATA INSTRUCTIONS 

 Basic format: 

 ADD r0,r1,r2 

o Computes r1+r2, stores in r0. 

 Immediate operand: 

 ADD r0,r1,#2 



 Computes r1+2, stores in r0. 

 ADD, ADC : add (w. carry) 

 SUB, SBC : subtract (w. carry) 

 RSB, RSC : reverse subtract (w. carry) 

 MUL, MLA : multiply (and accumulate) 

 AND, ORR, EOR 

 BIC : bit clear 

 LSL, LSR : logical shift left/right 

 ASL, ASR : arithmetic shift left/right 

 ROR : rotate right 

 RRX : rotate right extended with C 

DATA OPERATION VARIETIES: 

 

 Logical shift: 

o fills with zeroes. 

 Arithmetic shift: 

o fills with ones. 

 RRX performs 33-bit rotate, including C bit from CPSR above sign bit. 

 CMP : compare 

 CMN : negated compare 

 TST : bit-wise test 

 TEQ : bit-wise negated test 

 These instructions set only the NZCV bits of CPSR. 

 MOV, MVN : move (negated) 

  

 MOV r0, r1 ; sets r0 to r1  

 

ARM LOAD/STORE INSTRUCTIONS: 

 

 LDR, LDRH, LDRB : load (half-word, byte) 

 STR, STRH, STRB : store (half-word, byte) 

 Addressing modes: 

o register indirect : LDR r0,[r1]  

o with second register : LDR r0,[r1,-r2]  

o with constant : LDR r0,[r1,#4]  

 

ARM ADR PSEUDO-OP 

 

 Cannot refer to an address directly in an instruction. 

 Generate value by performing arithmetic on PC. 

 ADR pseudo-op generates instruction required to calculate address: 

ADR r1,FOO  

 



PROGRAMMING: 

 

 C:  

x = (a + b) - c; 

 Assembler: 

ADR r4,a  ; get address for a 

LDR r0,[r4] ; get value of a 

ADR r4,b  ; get address for b, reusing r4 

LDR r1,[r4] ; get value of b 

ADD r3,r0,r1 ; compute a+b  

ADR r4,c  ; get address for c 

LDR r2[r4] ; get value of c 

SUB r3,r3,r2 ; complete computation of x 

       ADR r4,x  ; get address for x 

      STR r3[r4]  ; store value of x 

 

 C: 

y = a*(b+c); 

 Assembler: 

ADR r4,b ; get address for b 

LDR r0,[r4] ; get value of b 

ADR r4,c ; get address for c 

LDR r1,[r4] ; get value of c 

ADD r2,r0,r1 ; compute partial result 

ADR r4,a ; get address for a 

LDR r0,[r4] ; get value of a  

MUL r2,r2,r0 ; compute final value for y 

ADR r4,y ; get address for y 

STR r2,[r4] ; store y  

 

 

 C: 

z = (a << 2) |  (b & 15);  

 Assembler: 

 ADR r4,a ; get address for a 

 LDR r0,[r4] ; get value of a 

 MOV r0,r0,LSL 2 ; perform shift 

 ADR r4,b ; get address for b 

 LDR r1,[r4] ; get value of b 

 AND r1,r1,#15 ; perform AND 

 ORR r1,r0,r1 ; perform OR 

ADR r4,z ; get address for z 

 STR r1,[r4] ; store value for z 

 

 

 



ADDITIONAL ADDRESSING MODES: 

 

 Base-plus-offset addressing: 

o LDR r0,[r1,#16] 

o Loads from location r1+16 

 Auto-indexing increments base register: 

o LDR r0,[r1,#16]!  

 Post-indexing fetches, then does offset: 

o LDR r0,[r1],#16 

 Loads r0 from r1, then adds 16 to r1. 

 

ARM FLOW OF CONTROL 

 

 All operations can be performed conditionally, testing CPSR: 

o EQ, NE, CS, CC, MI, PL, VS, VC, HI, LS, GE, LT, GT, LE 

 Branch operation: 

B #100 

 Can be performed conditionally. 

 

EXAMPLE: IF STATEMENT 

 

 C:  

if (a > b) { x = 5; y = c + d; } else x = c - d; 

 Assembler: 

; compute and test condition 

 ADR r4,a ; get address for a 

 LDR r0,[r4] ; get value of a 

 ADR r4,b ; get address for b 

 LDR r1,[r4] ; get value for b 

 CMP r0,r1 ; compare a < b 

 BGE fblock ; if a >= b, branch to false block  

; true block 

 MOV r0,#5 ; generate value for x 

 ADR r4,x ; get address for x 

 STR r0,[r4] ; store x 

 ADR r4,c ; get address for c 

 LDR r0,[r4] ; get value of c 

 ADR r4,d ; get address for d 

 LDR r1,[r4] ; get value of d 

 ADD r0,r0,r1 ; compute y 

 ADR r4,y ; get address for y 

 STR r0,[r4] ; store y 

 B after ; branch around false block  

; false block 

fblock ADR r4,c ; get address for c 

 LDR r0,[r4] ; get value of c 



 ADR r4,d ; get address for d 

 LDR r1,[r4] ; get value for d 

 SUB r0,r0,r1 ; compute a-b 

 ADR r4,x ; get address for x 

 STR r0,[r4] ; store value of x 

after ... 

; true block 

 MOVLT r0,#5 ; generate value for x 

 ADRLT r4,x ; get address for x 

 STRLT r0,[r4] ; store x 

 ADRLT r4,c ; get address for c 

 LDRLT r0,[r4] ; get value of c 

 ADRLT r4,d ; get address for d 

 LDRLT r1,[r4] ; get value of d 

 ADDLT r0,r0,r1 ; compute y 

 ADRLT r4,y ; get address for y 

 STRLT r0,[r4] ; store y 

 

 

EXAMPLE: SWITCH STATEMENT 

 

 C:  

switch (test) { case 0: … break; case 1: … } 

 Assembler: 

 ADR r2,test ; get address for test 

 LDR r0,[r2] ; load value for test 

 ADR r1,switchtab ; load address for switch table 

 LDR r1,[r1,r0,LSL #2] ; index switch table 

switchtab DCD case0 

 DCD case1 

...  

 

 

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS: 

 

PART-A(2 MARKS) 

1. What is an embedded computer system? 

2. Why do we use microprocessors to design a digital system? 

3. Mention the challenges in embedded computing system design. 

4. Mention the reasons that makes embedded computing machines design difficult. 

5. State the importance of design methodology. 

6. Mention the major steps in embedded system design process. 



7. Mention the major goals of embedded system design.  

8. Mention the non functional requirements. 

9. Mention the components of GPS system specification. 

10. Mention the different types of relationships. 

11. What is called a von Neumann machine? 

12. What is called a Harvard machine? 

13. Mention the characteristics of instructions. 

14. State the importance of current program status register (CPSR). 

15. Mention the addressing modes of C55x DSP. 

16. Define procedure linkage. 

17. Define CISC. 

18. Define RISC. 

19. Mention the features of assembly language. 

20. Differentiate big and little endian byte ordering modes. 

PART-B(16 MARKS) 

1. Explain in detail about the challenges in embedded computing system design. 

2. Explain in detail about the embedded system design process. 

3. Explain in detail about ARM processor. 

4. Explain in detail about TI C55x DSP. 

5. Explain in detail about the characteristics of embedded computing applications. 

6. Explain Structural description in detail. 

7. Explain Behavioral description in detail. 

8. Explain Conceptual specification in detail. 

9. Explain in detail about 8051 microcontroller. 

10. Explain in detail about data operations of ARM processor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

UNIT  II 

 

MEMORY AND  INPUT / OUTPUT MANAGEMENT 

 

PROGRAMMING INPUT AND OUTPUT: 

 

INPUT AND OUTPUT DEVICES 

 

Input and output devices usually have some analog or non electronic component—for 

instance, a disk drive has a rotating disk and analog read/write electronics. But the digital logic in 

the device that is most closely connected to the CPU very strongly resembles the logic you 

would expect in any computer system. Figure 3.1 shows the structure of a typical I/O device and 

its relationship to the CPU. The interface between the CPU and the device’s internals (e.g.,the 

rotating disk and read/write electronics in a disk drive) is a set of registers. The CPU talks to the 

device by reading and writing the registers. Devices typically have several registers: 

 Data registers hold values that are treated as data by the device, such as the 

data read or written by a disk. 

 Status registers provide information about the device’s operation, such as 

whether the current transaction has completed. 

Some registers may be read-only, such as a status register that indicates when the device is done, 

while others may be readable or writable. Application Example 3.1 describes a classic I/O 

device. 

 

 
 

 

 Input and Output Primitives 

 

Microprocessors can provide programming support for input and output in two ways: I/O 

instructions and memory-mapped I/O. Some architectures, such as the Intel x86, provide special 

instructions (in and out in the case of the Intel x86) for input and output. These instructions 

provide a separate address space for I/O devices. But the most common way to implement I/O is 

by memory mapping—even CPUs that provide I/O instructions can also implement memory-

mapped I/O. As the name implies, memory-mapped I/O provides addresses for the registers in 

each I/O device. Programs use the CPU’s normal read and write instructions to communicate 

with the devices. Example 3.1 illustrates memory-mapped I/O on the ARM. 



 

 

Example 3.1 

 

Memory-mapped I/O on ARM 
 

We can use the EQU pseudo-op to define a symbolic name for the memory location of our I/O 

device: 

 

DEV1 EQU 0x1000 

 

Given that name, we can use the following standard code to read and write the device register: 

 

LDR r1,#DEV1 ; set up device address 

LDR r0,[r1] ; read DEV1 

LDR r0,#8 ; set up value to write 

STR r0,[r1] ; write 8 to device 

 

The peek function can be written in C as: 

 

int peek(char *location) { 

return *location; /* de-reference location pointer */ 

} 

 

The argument to peek is a pointer that is de-referenced by the C * operator to read the location. 

Thus, to read a device register we can write: 

 

#define DEV1 0x1000 

... 

dev_status = peek(DEV1); /* read device register */ 

 

The poke function can be implemented as: 

 

void poke(char *location, char newval) { 

(*location) = newval; /* write to location */ 

} 

 

To write to the status register, we can use the following code: 

poke(DEV1,8); /* write 8 to device register */ 

 

These functions can, of course, be used to read and write arbitrary memory locations, not just 

devices. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 Busy-Wait I/O 

 

The most basic way to use devices in a program is busy-wait I/O. Devices are typically 

slower than the CPU and may require many cycles to complete an operation. If the CPU is 

performing multiple operations on a single device, such as writing several characters to an output 

device, then it must wait for one operation to complete befor starting the next one. (If we try to 

start writing the second character before the device has finished with the first one, for example, 

the device will probably never print the first character.) Asking an I/O device whether it is 

finished by reading its status register is often called polling. 

 

MEMORY SYSTEM  MECHANISMS: 

 

 Caches. 

 Memory management. 

 

CACHES AND CPUS  

 

 
 

 

CACHE OPERATION 

 

 Many main memory locations are mapped onto one cache entry. 

 May have caches for: 

o instructions; 

o data; 

o data + instructions (unified). 

 Memory access time is no longer deterministic. 

 

 Cache hit: required location is in cache. 

 Cache miss: required location is not in cache. 

 Working set: set of locations used by program in a time interval. 

 



 

 

TYPES OF MISSES 

 

 Compulsory (cold): location has never been accessed. 

 Capacity: working set is too large. 

 Conflict: multiple locations in working set map to same cache entry. 

 

MEMORY SYSTEM PERFORMANCE 

 

 h = cache hit rate. 

 tcache = cache access time, tmain = main memory access time. 

 Average memory access time: 

o tav = htcache + (1-h)tmain  

 

MULTIPLE LEVELS OF CACHE 

 

 

 
 

MULTI-LEVEL CACHE ACCESS TIME 

 

 h1 = cache hit rate. 

 h2 = hit rate on L2. 

 Average memory access time: 

o tav = h1tL1 + (h2-h1)tL2 + (1- h2-h1)tmain  

 

 Replacement policy: strategy for choosing which cache entry to throw out to make room 

for a new memory location. 

 Two popular strategies: 

o Random. 

o Least-recently used (LRU). 

CACHE ORGANIZATIONS 

 

 Fully-associative: any memory location can be stored anywhere in the cache (almost 

never implemented). 

 Direct-mapped: each memory location maps onto exactly one cache entry. 

 N-way set-associative: each memory location can go into one of n sets. 

 

CACHE PERFORMANCE BENEFITS 



 

 Keep frequently-accessed locations in fast cache. 

 Cache retrieves more than one word at a time. 

o Sequential accesses are faster after first access. 

 

DIRECT-MAPPED CACHE 

 

 
 

WRITE OPERATIONS 

 

 Write-through: immediately copy write to main memory. 

 Write-back: write to main memory only when location is removed from cache. 

 

DIRECT-MAPPED CACHE LOCATIONS 

 

 Many locations map onto the same cache block. 

 Conflict misses are easy to generate: 

o Array a[] uses locations 0, 1, 2, … 

o Array b[] uses locations 1024, 1025, 1026, … 

o Operation a[i] + b[i] generates conflict misses. 

 

SET-ASSOCIATIVE CACHE 

 

 
 



 

 

MEMORY MANAGEMENT UNITS 

 

 
 

 Allows programs to move in physical memory during execution. 

 Allows virtual memory: 

o memory images kept in secondary storage; 

o images returned to main memory on demand during execution. 

 Page fault: request for location not resident in main memory. 

 Requires some sort of register/table to allow arbitrary mappings of logical to physical 

addresses. 

 Two basic schemes: 

o segmented; 

o paged. 

 Segmentation and paging can be combined (x86). 

SEGMENTS AND PAGES 



 

SEGMENT ADDRESS TRANSLATION 

 

PAGE ADDRESS TRANSLATION 

 

 Logical address is divided into two sections including a page number and an offset 

 The page no is used as an index into a page table, which stores the physical address 

for the start of each page 

 The page table is kept in is normally kept in main memory,  the address translation 

requires memory access. 



PAGE TABLE ORGANIZATIONS 

 

 

CACHING ADDRESS TRANSLATIONS 

 Large translation tables require main memory access. 

 TLB: cache for address translation. 

o Typically small. 

 TLB – Translation lookaside buffer 

ARM ADDRESS TRANSLATION 

 

 

 

MEMORY AND I/O DEVICES AND INTERFACING 

 Memory devices. 

 I/O devices: 

o serial links 



o timers and counters 

o keyboards 

o displays 

o analog I/O 

MEMORY DEVICES. 

MEMORY COMPONENTS 

 Several different types of memory: 

o DRAM. 

o SRAM. 

o Flash. 

 Each type of memory comes in varying: 

o Capacities. 

o Widths. 

 

RANDOM-ACCESS MEMORY 

 Dynamic RAM is dense, requires refresh. 

o Synchronous DRAM is dominant type. 

o SDRAM uses clock to improve performance, pipeline memory accesses. 

 Static RAM is faster, less dense, consumes more power. 

SDRAM OPERATION 



 

 

 

READ-ONLY MEMORY 

 ROM may be programmed at factory. 

 Flash is dominant form of field-programmable ROM. 

o Electrically erasable, must be block erased. 

o Random access, but write/erase is much slower than read. 

o NOR flash is more flexible. 

 NAND flash is more dense. 

FLASH MEMORY 

 Non-volatile memory. 

o Flash can be programmed in-circuit. 

 Random access for read. 

 To write: 

o Erase a block to 1. 

o Write bits to 0. 

o Write is much slower than read. 

o ms write, 70 ns read. 

o Blocks are large (approx. 1 Mb). 

o Writing causes wear that eventually destroys the device. 

o Modern lifetime approx. 1 million writes. 

 



TYPES OF FLASH 

 NOR: 

o Word-accessible read. 

o Erase by blocks. 

 NAND: 

o Read by pages (512-4K bytes). 

o Erase by blocks. 

 NAND is cheaper, has faster erase, sequential access times. 

TIMERS AND COUNTERS 

 Very similar: 

o a timer is incremented by a periodic signal; 

o a counter is incremented by an asynchronous, occasional signal. 

 Rollover causes interrupt. 

WATCH DOG TIMER 

 Watchdog timer is periodically reset by system timer. 

 If watchdog is not reset, it generates an interrupt to reset the host. 

 

 

SWITCH DEBOUNCING 

 A switch must be debounced to multiple contacts caused by eliminate mechanical 

bouncing: 

 

 



ENCODED KEYBOARD 

 An array of switches is read by an encoder. 

 N-key rollover remembers multiple key depressions. 

 

LED 

 

 Must use resistor to limit current: 

7-SEGMENT LCD DISPLAY 

 May use parallel or multiplexed input. 

 

 

 



TYPES OF HIGH-RESOLUTION DISPLAY 

 Liquid crystal display (LCD) is dominant form. 

 Plasma, OLED, etc. 

 Frame buffer holds current display contents. 

 Written by processor. 

 Read by video. 

TOUCHSCREEN 

o Includes input and output device. 

 Input device is a two-dimensional voltmeter: 

TOUCHSCREEN POSITION SENSING 

 

DIGITAL-TO-ANALOG CONVERSION 

 Use resistor tree: 

 

FLASH A/D CONVERSION 



 

DUAL-SLOPE CONVERSION 

 

 Use counter to time required to charge/discharge capacitor. 

 Charging, then discharging eliminates non-linearities. 

 

 
 

 

INTERRUPT HANDLING: 

 

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS 

PART-A(2 MARKS) 

1. State the importance of data register and status register. 

2. Mention the two ways used for performing input and output operations. 

3. Define polling. 

4. Define an interrupt. 

5. Mention the signals used for by i/o devices for interrupting. 

6. Define foreground program. 

7. Mention the ways used for generalizing the interrupts to handle multiple devices. 

8. Define non maskable interrupts. 



9. Define exception. 

10. Define trap. 

11. Define cache memory. 

12. Define cache hit. 

13. Define cache miss. 

14. Mention the types of cache misses. 

15. Mention the different strategies used for writing in a cache. 

16. Define page fault. 

17. Define DMA. 

18. Mention the registers present in the DMA controller. 

19. What is a watch dog timer? 

20. Define aspect ratio. 
 

PART-B(16 MARKS) 

1. Explain the concept of interrupts in detail. 

2. Explain the working of cache memory in detail. 

3. Explain memory mapping and address translation in detail. 

4. Explain the working of CPU bus in detail. 

5. Explain direct memory access in detail. 

6. Explain the various I/O devices in detail. 

7. Explain memory devices in detail. 

8. Explain the various display devices and the methods of interfacing in detail. 

9. Explain about exceptions and trap in detail. 

10. Explain about interrupt priority and vector in detail 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



UNIT III 

PROCESSES AND OPERATING SYSTEMS 

MULTIPLE TASKS AND PROCESSES: 

Most embedded systems require functionality and timing that is too complex to embody 

in a single program. We break the system into multiple tasks in order to manage when things 

happen. In this section we will develop the basic abstractions that will be manipulated by the 

RTOS to build multirate systems. 

 

Tasks and Processes 
 

Many (if not most) embedded computing systems do more than one thing—that is, the 

environment can cause mode changes that in turn cause the embedded system to behave quite 

differently. For example, when designing a telephone answering machine, we can define 

recording a phone call and operating the user’s control panel as distinct tasks, because they 

perform logically distinct operations and they must be performed at very different rates. These 

different tasks are part of the system’s functionality, but that application-level organization of 

functionality is often reflected in the structure of the program as well. 

A process is a single execution of a program. If we run the same program two different 

times, we have created two different processes. Each process hasits own state that includes not 

only its registers but all of its memory. In some OSs, the memory management unit is used to 

keep each process in a separate address space. In others, particularly lightweight RTOSs, the 

processes run in the same address space. Processes that share the same address space are often 

called threads. 

To understand why the separation of an application into tasks may be reflected in the 

program structure, consider how we would build a stand-alone compression unit based on the 

compression algorithm. As shown in Figure, this device is connected to serial ports on both ends. 

The input to the box is an uncompressed stream of bytes. The box emits a compressed string of 

bits on the output serial line, based on a predefined compression table. Such a box may 

be used, for example, to compress data being sent to a modem. The program’s need to receive 

and send data at different rates—for example, the program may emit 2 bits for the first byte and 

then 7 bits for the second byte will obviously find itself reflected in the structure of the code. It is 

easy to create irregular, ungainly code to solve this problem; a more elegant solution is to create 

a queue of output bits, with those bits being removed from the queue and sent to the serial port in 

8-bit sets. But beyond the need to create a clean data structure that simplifies the control structure 

of the code,we must also ensure that we process the inputs and outputs at the proper rates. For 

example, if we spend too much time in packaging and emitting output characters, we may drop 

an input character. Solving timing problems is a more challenging problem. 

 

The text compression box provides a simple example of rate control problems. A control panel 

on a machine provides an example of a different type of rate control problem,the asynchronous 

input. The control panel of the compression box may, for example,include a compression mode 

button that disables or enables compression, so that the input text is passed through unchanged 



when compression is disabled. We certainly do not know when the user will push the 

compression mode button—the button may be depressed asynchronously relative to the arrival 

of characters for compression. We do know, however, that the button will be depressed at a 

much lower rate than characters will be received, since it is not physically possible for a person 

to repeatedly depress a button at even slow serial line rates. Keeping up with the input and output 

data while checking on the button can introduce some very complex control code into the 

program. Sampling the button’s state too slowly can cause the machine to miss a button 

depression entirely, but sampling it too frequently and duplicating a data value can cause the 

machine to incorrectly compress data. One solution is to introduce a counter into the main 

compression loop, so that a subroutine to check the input button is called once every n times the 

compression loop is executed. But this solution does not work when either the compression loop 

or the button-handling routine has highly variable execution times—if the execution time of 

either varies significantly, it will cause the other to execute later than expected, possibly causing 

data to be lost. We need to be able to keep track of these two different tasks separately, applying 

different timing requirements to each. This is the sort of control that processes allow. The above 

two examples illustrate how requirements on timing and execution rate can create major 

problems in programming. When code is written to satisfy several different timing requirements 

at once, the control structures necessary to get any sort of solution become very complex very 

quickly. Worse, such complex control is usually quite difficult to verify for either functional or 

timing properties.  
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CONTEXT SWITCHING 
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In computing, a context switch is the process of storing and restoring the state (context) of a 

process so that execution can be resumed from the same point at a later time. This enables 

multiple processes to share a single CPU and is an essential feature of a multitasking operating 

system. What constitutes the context is determined by the processor and the operating system. 

Context switches are usually computationally intensive, and much of the design of operating 

systems is to optimize the use of context switches. Switching from one process to another 

requires a certain amount of time for doing the administration - saving and loading registers and 

memory maps, updating various tables and lists etc. 

A context switch can mean a register context switch, a task context switch, a stack frame switch, 

a thread context switch, or a process context switch. 

Multitasking 

Most commonly, within some scheduling scheme, one process needs to be switched out of the 

CPU so another process can run. This context switch can be triggered by the process making 

itself unrunnable, such as by waiting for an I/O or synchronization operation to complete. On a 

pre-emptive multitasking system, the scheduler may also switch out processes which are still 

runnable. To prevent other processes from being starved of CPU time, preemptive schedulers 

often configure a timer interrupt to fire when a process exceeds its time slice. This interrupt 

ensures that the scheduler will gain control to perform a context switch. 

Interrupt handling 

Modern architectures are interrupt driven. This means that if the CPU requests data from a disk, 

for example, it does not need to busy-wait until the read is over; it can issue the request and 

continue with some other execution. When the read is over, the CPU can be interrupted and 

presented with the read. For interrupts, a program called an interrupt handler is installed, and it 

is the interrupt handler that handles the interrupt from the disk. 

When an interrupt occurs, the hardware automatically switches a part of the context (at least 

enough to allow the handler to return to the interrupted code). The handler may save additional 

context, depending on details of the particular hardware and software designs. Often only a 

minimal part of the context is changed in order to minimize the amount of time spent handling 

the interrupt. The kernel does not spawn or schedule a special process to handle interrupts, but 

instead the handler executes in the (often partial) context established at the beginning of interrupt 

handling. Once interrupt servicing is complete, the context in effect before the interrupt occurred 

is restored so that the interrupted process can resume execution in its proper state. 

User and kernel mode switching 

When a transition between user mode and kernel mode is required in an operating system, a 

context switch is not necessary; a mode transition is not by itself a context switch. However, 

depending on the operating system, a context switch may also take place at this time. 
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Steps 

In a switch, the state of the first process must be saved somehow, so that, when the scheduler 

gets back to the execution of the first process, it can restore this state and continue. 

The state of the process includes all the registers that the process may be using, especially the 

program counter, plus any other operating system specific data that may be necessary. This data 

is usually stored in a data structure called a process control block (PCB), or switchframe. 

In order to switch processes, the PCB for the first process must be created and saved. The PCBs 

are sometimes stored upon a per-process stack in kernel memory (as opposed to the user-mode 

call stack), or there may be some specific operating system defined data structure for this 

information. 

Since the operating system has effectively suspended the execution of the first process, it can 

now load the PCB and context of the second process. In doing so, the program counter from the 

PCB is loaded, and thus execution can continue in the new process. New processes are chosen 

from a queue or queues. Process and thread priority can influence which process continues 

execution, with processes of the highest priority checked first for ready threads to execute. 

Software vs hardware context switching 

Context switching can be performed primarily by software or hardware. Some processors, like 

the Intel 80386 and its successors,
[1]

 have hardware support for context switches, by making use 

of a special data segment designated the Task State Segment or TSS. A task switch can be 

explicitly triggered with a CALL or JMP instruction targeted at a TSS descriptor in the global 

descriptor table. It can occur implicitly when an interrupt or exception is triggered if there's a 

task gate in the interrupt descriptor table. When a task switch occurs the CPU can automatically 

load the new state from the TSS. As with other tasks performed in hardware, one would expect 

this to be rather fast; however, mainstream operating systems, including Windows and Linux,
[2]

 

do not use this feature. 

This is due to mainly two reasons: 

1. hardware context switching does not save all the registers (only general purpose registers, 

not floating point registers — although the TS bit is automatically turned on in the CR0 

control register, resulting in a fault when executing floating point instructions and giving 

the OS the opportunity to save and restore the floating point state as needed). 

2. associated performance issues, e.g., software context switching can be selective and store 

only those registers that need storing, whereas hardware context switching stores nearly 

all registers whether they are required or not. 

 

 

SCHEDULING POLICY 
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In computer science, scheduling is the method by which threads, processes or data flows are 

given access to system resources (e.g. processor time, communications bandwidth). This is 

usually done to load balance and share system resources effectively or achieve a target quality of 

service. The need for a scheduling algorithm arises from the requirement for most modern 

systems to perform multitasking (executing more than one process at a time) and multiplexing 

(transmit multiple data streams simultaneously across a single physical channel). 

The scheduler is concerned mainly with: 

 Throughput - The total number of processes that complete their execution per time unit. 

 Latency, specifically:  

o Turnaround time - total time between submission of a process and its completion. 

o Response time - amount of time it takes from when a request was submitted until 

the first response is produced. 

 Fairness - Equal CPU time to each process (or more generally appropriate times 

according to each process' priority and workload). 

 Waiting Time - The time the process remains in the ready queue. 

In practice, these goals often conflict (e.g. throughput versus latency), thus a scheduler will 

implement a suitable compromise. Preference is given to any one of the above mentioned 

concerns depending upon the user's needs and objectives. 

In real-time environments, such as embedded systems for automatic control in industry (for 

example robotics), the scheduler also must ensure that processes can meet deadlines; this is 

crucial for keeping the system stable. Scheduled tasks can also be distributed to remote devices 

across a network and managed through an administrative back end. 

Types of operating system schedulers 

Operating systems may feature up to three distinct types of scheduler, a long-term scheduler 

(also known as an admission scheduler or high-level scheduler), a mid-term or medium-term 

scheduler and a short-term scheduler. The names suggest the relative frequency with which these 

functions are performed. The scheduler is an operating system module that selects the next jobs 

to be admitted into the system and the next process to run. 

Process scheduler 

Long-term scheduling 

The long-term, or admission scheduler, decides which jobs or processes are to be admitted to the 

ready queue (in the Main Memory); that is, when an attempt is made to execute a program, its 

admission to the set of currently executing processes is either authorized or delayed by the long-

term scheduler . Thus, this scheduler dictates what processes are to run on a system, and the 

degree of concurrency to be supported at any one time - i.e.: whether a high or low amount of 

processes are to be executed concurrently, and how the split between I/O intensive and CPU 

intensive processes is to be handled. The long term scheduler is responsible for controlling the 
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degree of multiprogramming . In modern operating systems, this is used to make sure that real 

time processes get enough CPU time to finish their tasks. Without proper real time scheduling, 

modern GUIs would seem sluggish. 

Long-term scheduling is also important in large-scale systems such as batch processing systems, 

computer clusters, supercomputers and render farms. In these cases, special purpose job 

scheduler software is typically used to assist these functions, in addition to any underlying 

admission scheduling support in the operating system.. 

Medium term scheduling 

Scheduler temporarily removes processes from main memory and places them on secondary 

memory (such as a disk drive) or vice versa. This is commonly referred to as "swapping out" or 

"swapping in" (also incorrectly as "paging out" or "paging in"). The medium-term scheduler may 

decide to swap out a process which has not been active for some time, or a process which has a 

low priority, or a process which is page faulting frequently, or a process which is taking up a 

large amount of memory in order to free up main memory for other processes, swapping the 

process back in later when more memory is available, or when the process has been unblocked 

and is no longer waiting for a resource. [Stallings, 396] [Stallings, 370] 

In many systems today (those that support mapping virtual address space to secondary storage 

other than the swap file), the medium-term scheduler may actually perform the role of the long-

term scheduler, by treating binaries as "swapped out processes" upon their execution. In this 

way, when a segment of the binary is required it can be swapped in on demand, or "lazy loaded". 

[Stallings, 394] 

Short-term scheduling 

The short-term scheduler (also known as the CPU scheduler) decides which of the ready, in-

memory processes are to be executed (allocated a CPU) after a clock interrupt, an I/O interrupt, 

an operating system call or another form of signal. Thus the short-term scheduler makes 

scheduling decisions much more frequently than the long-term or mid-term schedulers - a 

scheduling decision will at a minimum have to be made after every time slice, and these are very 

short. This scheduler can be preemptive, implying that it is capable of forcibly removing 

processes from a CPU when it decides to allocate that CPU to another process, or non-

preemptive (also known as "voluntary" or "co-operative"), in which case the scheduler is unable 

to "force" processes off the CPU. 

A preemptive scheduler relies upon a programmable interval timer which invokes an interrupt 

handler that runs in kernel mode and implements the scheduling function. 

Dispatcher 

Another component that is involved in the CPU-scheduling function is the dispatcher. The 

dispatcher is the module that gives control of the CPU to the process selected by the short-term 

scheduler. This function involves the following: 
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 Switching context 

 Switching to user mode 

 Jumping to the proper location in the user program to restart that program. 

Dispatcher analyses the values from Program counter and fetches instructions, loads data into 

registers. 

The dispatcher should be as fast as possible, since it is invoked during every process switch. 

During the context switches, the processor is idle for a fraction of time. Hence, unnecessary 

context switches should be avoided. The time it takes for the dispatcher to stop one process and 

start another running is known as the dispatch latency. [Galvin, 155]. 

Network scheduler 

Main article: Network scheduler 

Disk scheduler 

Main article: I/O scheduling 

Job scheduler 

Main article: Job scheduler 

Examples are cron, at, systemd. 

Scheduling disciplines 

Scheduling disciplines are algorithms used for distributing resources among parties which 

simultaneously and asynchronously request them. Scheduling disciplines are used in routers (to 

handle packet traffic) as well as in operating systems (to share CPU time among both threads and 

processes), disk drives (I/O scheduling), printers (print spooler), most embedded systems, etc. 

The main purposes of scheduling algorithms are to minimize resource starvation and to ensure 

fairness amongst the parties utilizing the resources. Scheduling deals with the problem of 

deciding which of the outstanding requests is to be allocated resources. There are many different 

scheduling algorithms. In this section, we introduce several of them. 

In packet-switched computer networks and other statistical multiplexing, the notion of a 

scheduling algorithm is used as an alternative to first-come first-served queuing of data packets. 

The simplest best-effort scheduling algorithms are round-robin, fair queuing (a max-min fair 

scheduling algorithm), proportionally fair scheduling and maximum throughput. If differentiated 

or guaranteed quality of service is offered, as opposed to best-effort communication, weighted 

fair queuing may be utilized. 
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In advanced packet radio wireless networks such as HSDPA (High-Speed Downlink Packet 

Access ) 3.5G cellular system, channel-dependent scheduling may be used to take advantage of 

channel state information. If the channel conditions are favourable, the throughput and system 

spectral efficiency may be increased. In even more advanced systems such as LTE, the 

scheduling is combined by channel-dependent packet-by-packet dynamic channel allocation, or 

by assigning OFDMA multi-carriers or other frequency-domain equalization components to the 

users that best can utilize them. 

First in first out 

Main article: First In First Out 

Also known as First Come, First Served (FCFS), is the simplest scheduling algorithm, FIFO 

simply queues processes in the order that they arrive in the ready queue. 

 Since context switches only occur upon process termination, and no reorganization of the 

process queue is required, scheduling overhead is minimal. 

 Throughput can be low, since long processes can hold the CPU 

 Turnaround time, waiting time and response time can be high for the same reasons above 

 No prioritization occurs, thus this system has trouble meeting process deadlines. 

 The lack of prioritization means that as long as every process eventually completes, there 

is no starvation. In an environment where some processes might not complete, there can 

be starvation. 

 It is based on Queuing 

 Here is the C-code for FCFS 

Shortest remaining time 

Main article: Shortest remaining time 

Similar to Shortest Job First (SJF). With this strategy the scheduler arranges processes with the 

least estimated processing time remaining to be next in the queue. This requires advanced 

knowledge or estimations about the time required for a process to complete. 

 If a shorter process arrives during another process' execution, the currently running 

process may be interrupted (known as preemption), dividing that process into two 

separate computing blocks. This creates excess overhead through additional context 

switching. The scheduler must also place each incoming process into a specific place in 

the queue, creating additional overhead. 

 This algorithm is designed for maximum throughput in most scenarios. 

 Waiting time and response time increase as the process's computational requirements 

increase. Since turnaround time is based on waiting time plus processing time, longer 

processes are significantly affected by this. Overall waiting time is smaller than FIFO, 

however since no process has to wait for the termination of the longest process. 

 No particular attention is given to deadlines, the programmer can only attempt to make 

processes with deadlines as short as possible. 
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 Starvation is possible, especially in a busy system with many small processes being run. 

 This policy is no more in use. 

 To use this policy we should have at least two processes of different priority 

Fixed priority pre-emptive scheduling 

Main article: Fixed priority pre-emptive scheduling 

The OS assigns a fixed priority rank to every process, and the scheduler arranges the processes in 

the ready queue in order of their priority. Lower priority processes get interrupted by incoming 

higher priority processes. 

 Overhead is not minimal, nor is it significant. 

 FPPS has no particular advantage in terms of throughput over FIFO scheduling. 

 If the number of rankings is limited it can be characterized as a collection of FIFO 

queues, one for each priority ranking. Processes in lower-priority queues are selected 

only when all of the higher-priority queues are empty. 

 Waiting time and response time depend on the priority of the process. Higher priority 

processes have smaller waiting and response times. 

 Deadlines can be met by giving processes with deadlines a higher priority. 

 Starvation of lower priority processes is possible with large amounts of high priority 

processes queuing for CPU time. 

Round-robin scheduling 

Main article: Round-robin scheduling 

The scheduler assigns a fixed time unit per process, and cycles through them. 

 RR scheduling involves extensive overhead, especially with a small time unit. 

 Balanced throughput between FCFS and SJF, shorter jobs are completed faster than in 

FCFS and longer processes are completed faster than in SJF. 

 Poor average response time, waiting time is dependent on number of processes, and not 

average process length. 

 Because of high waiting times, deadlines are rarely met in a pure RR system. 

 Starvation can never occur, since no priority is given. Order of time unit allocation is 

based upon process arrival time, similar to FCFS. 

Multilevel queue scheduling 

Main article: Multilevel feedback queue 

This is used for situations in which processes are easily divided into different groups. For 

example, a common division is made between foreground (interactive) processes and 

background (batch) processes. These two types of processes have different response-time 
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requirements and so may have different scheduling needs. It is very useful for shared memory 

problems. 

Scheduling optimization problems 

 Open-shop scheduling 

 Job Shop Scheduling 

 Flow Shop Scheduling Problem 

Manual scheduling 

Main article: Manual scheduling 

A very common method in embedded systems is to manually schedule jobs. This can for 

example be done in a time-multiplexed fashion. Sometimes the kernel is divided in three or more 

parts: Manual scheduling, preemptive and interrupt level. Exact methods for scheduling jobs are 

often proprietary. 

 No resource starvation problems. 

 Very high predictability; allows implementation of hard real-time systems. 

 Almost no overhead. 

 May not be optimal for all applications. 

 Effectiveness is completely dependent on the implementation. 

How to choose a scheduling algorithm 

When designing an operating system, a programmer must consider which scheduling algorithm 

will perform best for the use the system is going to see. There is no universal “best” scheduling 

algorithm, and many operating systems use extended or combinations of the scheduling 

algorithms above. For example, Windows NT/XP/Vista uses a multilevel feedback queue, a 

combination of fixed priority preemptive scheduling, round-robin, and first in first out. In this 

system, threads can dynamically increase or decrease in priority depending on if it has been 

serviced already, or if it has been waiting extensively. Every priority level is represented by its 

own queue, with round-robin scheduling amongst the high priority threads and FIFO among the 

lower ones. In this sense, response time is short for most threads, and short but critical system 

threads get completed very quickly. Since threads can only use one time unit of the round robin 

in the highest priority queue, starvation can be a problem for longer high priority threads. 

Operating system process scheduler implementations 

The algorithm used may be as simple as round-robin in which each process is given equal time 

(for instance 1 ms, usually between 1 ms and 100 ms) in a cycling list. So, process A executes 

for 1 ms, then process B, then process C, then back to process A. 

More advanced algorithms take into account process priority, or the importance of the process. 

This allows some processes to use more time than other processes. The kernel always uses 
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whatever resources it needs to ensure proper functioning of the system, and so can be said to 

have infinite priority. In SMP(symmetric multiprocessing) systems, processor affinity is 

considered to increase overall system performance, even if it may cause a process itself to run 

more slowly. This generally improves performance by reducing cache thrashing. 

Windows 

Very early MS-DOS and Microsoft Windows systems were non-multitasking, and as such did 

not feature a scheduler. Windows 3.1x used a non-preemptive scheduler, meaning that it did not 

interrupt programs. It relied on the program to end or tell the OS that it didn't need the processor 

so that it could move on to another process. This is usually called cooperative multitasking. 

Windows 95 introduced a rudimentary preemptive scheduler; however, for legacy support opted 

to let 16 bit applications run without preemption.
[1]

 

Windows NT-based operating systems use a multilevel feedback queue. 32 priority levels are 

defined, 0 through to 31, with priorities 0 through 15 being "normal" priorities and priorities 16 

through 31 being soft real-time priorities, requiring privileges to assign. 0 is reserved for the 

Operating System. Users can select 5 of these priorities to assign to a running application from 

the Task Manager application, or through thread management APIs. The kernel may change the 

priority level of a thread depending on its I/O and CPU usage and whether it is interactive (i.e. 

accepts and responds to input from humans), raising the priority of interactive and I/O bounded 

processes and lowering that of CPU bound processes, to increase the responsiveness of 

interactive applications.
[2]

 The scheduler was modified in Windows Vista to use the cycle 

counter register of modern processors to keep track of exactly how many CPU cycles a thread 

has executed, rather than just using an interval-timer interrupt routine.
[3]

 Vista also uses a priority 

scheduler for the I/O queue so that disk defragmenters and other such programs don't interfere 

with foreground operations.
[4]

 

Mac OS 

Mac OS 9 uses cooperative scheduling for threads, where one process controls multiple 

cooperative threads, and also provides preemptive scheduling for MP tasks. The kernel schedules 

MP tasks using a preemptive scheduling algorithm. All Process Manager processes run within a 

special MP task, called the "blue task". Those processes are scheduled cooperatively, using a 

round-robin scheduling algorithm; a process yields control of the processor to another process by 

explicitly calling a blocking function such as WaitNextEvent. Each process has its own copy of 

the Thread Manager that schedules that process's threads cooperatively; a thread yields control of 

the processor to another thread by calling YieldToAnyThread or YieldToThread.
[5]

 

Mac OS X uses a multilevel feedback queue, with four priority bands for threads - normal, 

system high priority, kernel mode only, and real-time.
[6]

 Threads are scheduled preemptively; 

Mac OS X also supports cooperatively scheduled threads in its implementation of the Thread 

Manager in Carbon.
[5]

 

AIX 
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In AIX Version 4 there are three possible values for thread scheduling policy : 

 First In First Out : Once a thread with this policy is scheduled, it runs to completion 

unless it is blocked, it voluntarily yields control of the CPU, or a higher-priority thread 

becomes dispatchable. Only fixed-priority threads can have a FIFO scheduling policy. 

 Round Robin: This is similar to the AIX Version 3 scheduler round-robin scheme based 

on 10ms time slices. When a RR thread has control at the end of the time slice, it moves 

to the tail of the queue of dispatchable threads of its priority. Only fixed-priority threads 

can have a Round Robin scheduling policy. 

 OTHER This policy is defined by POSIX1003.4a as implementation-defined. In AIX 

Version 4, this policy is defined to be equivalent to RR, except that it applies to threads 

with non-fixed priority. The recalculation of the running thread's priority value at each 

clock interrupt means that a thread may lose control because its priority value has risen 

above that of another dispatchable thread. This is the AIX Version 3 behavior. 

Threads are primarily of interest for applications that currently consist of several asynchronous 

processes. These applications might impose a lighter load on the system if converted to a 

multithreaded structure. 

AIX 5 implements the following scheduling policies: FIFO, round robin, and a fair round robin. 

The FIFO policy has three different implementations: FIFO, FIFO2, and FIFO3. The round robin 

policy is named SCHED_RR in AIX, and the fair round robin is called SCHED_OTHER. This 

link provides additional information on AIX 5 scheduling:  

Linux 

Linux 2.4 

In Linux 2.4, an O(n) scheduler with a multilevel feedback queue with priority levels ranging 

from 0-140 was used. 0-99 are reserved for real-time tasks and 100-140 are considered nice task 

levels. For real-time tasks, the time quantum for switching processes was approximately 200 ms, 

and for nice tasks approximately 10 ms.
[citation needed]

 The scheduler ran through the run queue of 

all ready processes, letting the highest priority processes go first and run through their time 

slices, after which they will be placed in an expired queue. When the active queue is empty the 

expired queue will become the active queue and vice versa. 

However, some Enterprise Linux distributions such as SUSE Linux Enterprise Server replaced 

this scheduler with a backport of the O(1) scheduler (which was maintained by Alan Cox in his 

Linux 2.4-ac Kernel series) to the Linux 2.4 kernel used by the distribution. 

Linux 2.6.0 to Linux 2.6.22 

From versions 2.6 to 2.6.22, the kernel used an O(1) scheduler developed by Ingo Molnar and 

many other kernel developers during the Linux 2.5 development. For many kernel in time frame, 

Con Kolivas developed patch sets which improved interactivity with this scheduler or even 

replaced it with his own schedulers. 
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Since Linux 2.6.23 

Con Kolivas's work, most significantly his implementation of "fair scheduling" named "Rotating 

Staircase Deadline", inspired Ingo Molnár to develop the Completely Fair Scheduler as a 

replacement for the earlier O(1) scheduler, crediting Kolivas in his announcement.
[7]

 

The Completely Fair Scheduler (CFS) uses a well-studied, classic scheduling algorithm called 

fair queuing originally invented for packet networks. Fair queuing had been previously applied to 

CPU scheduling under the name stride scheduling. 

The fair queuing CFS scheduler has a scheduling complexity of O(log N), where N is the number 

of tasks in the runqueue. Choosing a task can be done in constant time, but reinserting a task 

after it has run requires O(log N) operations, because the run queue is implemented as a red-

black tree. 

CFS is the first implementation of a fair queuing process scheduler widely used in a general-

purpose operating system.  

The Brain Fuck Scheduler (BFS) is an alternative to the CFS. 

FreeBSD 

FreeBSD uses a multilevel feedback queue with priorities ranging from 0-255. 0-63 are reserved 

for interrupts, 64-127 for the top half of the kernel, 128-159 for real-time user threads, 160-223 

for time-shared user threads, and 224-255 for idle user threads. Also, like Linux, it uses the 

active queue setup, but it also has an idle queue.
[9]

 

NetBSD 

NetBSD uses a multilevel feedback queue with priorities ranging from 0-223. 0-63 are reserved 

for time-shared threads (default, SCHED_OTHER policy), 64-95 for user threads which entered 

kernel space, 96-128 for kernel threads, 128-191 for user real-time threads (SCHED_FIFO and 

SCHED_RR policies), and 192-223 for software interrupts. 

Solaris 

Solaris uses a multilevel feedback queue with priorities ranging from 0-169. 0-59 are reserved 

for time-shared threads, 60-99 for system threads, 100-159 for real-time threads, and 160-169 for 

low priority interrupts. Unlike Linux, when a process is done using its time quantum, it's given a 

new priority and put back in the queue. 

 

 

INTER PROCESS COMMUNICATION MECHANISMS: 
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Processes often need to communicate with each other. Interprocess communication 

mechanisms are provided by the operating system as part of the process abstraction. In general, a 

process can send a communication in one of two ways: blocking or nonblocking. After sending a 

blocking communication, the process goes into the waiting state until it receives a response. 

Nonblocking communication allows the process to continue execution after sending the 

communication. Both types of communication are useful. There are two major styles of 

interprocess communication: shared memory and message passing. The two are logically 

equivalent—given one, you can build an interface that implements the other. However, some 

programs may be easier to write using one rather than the other. In addition, the hardware 

platform may make one easier to implement or more efficient than the other. 

 

Shared Memory Communication 

 

Figure illustrates how shared memory communication works in a bus-based system. Two 

components, such as a CPU and an I/O device, communicate through a shared memory location. 

The software on the CPU has been designed to know the address of the shared location;the 

shared location has also been loaded into the proper register of the I/O device. If, as in the figure, 

the CPU wants to send data to the device, it writes to the shared location. The I/O device then 

reads the data from that location. The read and write operations are standard and can be 

encapsulated in a procedural interface. 
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                              Fig : Shared memory communication implemented on a bus 

  

As an application of shared memory, let us consider the situation of Figure in which the 

CPU and the I/O device want to communicate through a shared memory block. There must be a 

flag that tells the CPU when the data from the I/O device is ready. The flag, an additional shared 

data location, has a value of 0 when the data are not ready and 1 when the data are ready. The 

CPU, for example,would write the data, and then set the flag location to 1. If the flag is used only 

by the CPU, then the flag can be implemented using a standard memory write operation. If the 

same flag is used for bidirectional signaling between the CPU and the I/O device, care must be 

taken. Consider the following scenario:  

1. CPU reads the flag location and sees that it is 0. 
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2. I/O device reads the flag location and sees that it is 0. 

3. CPU sets the flag location to 1 and writes data to the shared location. 

4. I/O device erroneously sets the flag to 1 and overwrites the data left by the CPU. 

 

The above scenario is caused by a critical timing race between the two programs. To avoid such 

problems, the microprocessor bus must support an atomic test-and set operation, which is 

available on a number of microprocessors. The test-and-set operation first reads a location and 

then sets it to a specified value. It returns the result of the test. If the location was already set, 

then the additional set has no effect but the test-and-set instruction returns a false result. If the 

location was not set, the instruction returns true and the location is in fact set. The bus supports 

this as an atomic operation that cannot be interrupted.  

 

MESSAGE PASSING: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Message passing communication complements the shared memory model. As shown in Figure, 

each communicating entity has its own message send/receive unit. The message is not stored on 

the communications link, but rather at the senders/receivers at the end points. In contrast, shared 

memory communication can be seen as a memory block used as a communication device, in 

which all the data are stored in the communication link/memory. Applications in which units 

operate relatively autonomously are natural candidates for message passing communication. For 

example, a home control system has one microcontroller per household device—lamp, 

thermostat, faucet, appliance, and so on. The devices must communicate relatively infrequently; 

furthermore, their physical separation is large enough that we would not naturally think of them 

as sharing a central pool of memory. Passing communication packets among the devices is a 

natural way to describe coordination between these devices. Message passing is the natural 

implementation of communication in many 8-bit microcontrollers that do not normally operate 

with external memory. 

 

SIGNALS 

 

Another form of  interprocess communication commonly used in Unix is the signal. A signal is 

simple because it does not pass data beyond the existence of the signal itself. A signal is 

analogous to an interrupt, but it is entirely a software creation. A signal is generated by a process 

and transmitted to another process by the operating system. A UML signal is actually a 

generalization of the Unix signal. While a Unix signal carries no parameters other than a 

condition code, a UML signal is an object . As such, it can carry parameters as object attributes. 

Figure shows the use of a signal in UML. The sigbehavior( ) behavior of the class is responsible 
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for throwing the signal, as indicated by __send __. The signal object is indicated by the __signal 

__stereotype.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

USE OF A UML SIGNAL 

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS 

PART-A(2 MARKS) 

1. Define process. 

2. Define thread. 

3. Mention the requirements on processes. 

4. Define period. 

5. Define task graph. 

6. Define initiation time and completion time. 

7. Mention the various scheduling states of a process. 

8. Define scheduling policy. 

9. Define utilization. 

10. Define time quantum. 

11. Define context switching. 

12. Mention the two ways of assigning priority to a process. 

13. Define rate monolithic scheduling. 

14. Define earliest deadline first scheduling. 

15. Define priority inversion. 

16. Mention the two different styles used for inter process communication. 

17. Define signal. 

<< signal>> 

aSig 

 

p:integer 

 Someclass 

 

 

 

Sigbehavoir() 



18. Define response time. 

19. Define PCB. 

20.Define critical instant. 

PART– B(16 MARKS) 

1. Explain multiple tasks and multiple processes in detail. 

2. Explain the various scheduling policies in detail. 

3. Explain Preemptive real time operating system in detail. 

4. Explain Non-Preemptive real time operating systems in detail. 

5. Explain priority based scheduling in detail. 

6. Explain the various inter process communication mechanism in detail. 

7. Explain the various types of Performance issues. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



UNIT  IV 

EMBEDDED SOFTWARE 

PROGRAMMING EMBEDDED SYSTEMS IN ASSEMBLY AND C : 

C and Assembly 

Many programmers are more comfortable writing in C, and for good reason: C is a mid-level 

language (in comparison to Assembly, which is a low-level language), and spares the 

programmers some of the details of the actual implementation. 

However, there are some low-level tasks that either can be better implemented in assembly, or 

can only be implemented in assembly language. Also, it is frequently useful for the programmer 

to look at the assembly output of the C compiler, and hand-edit, or hand optimize the assembly 

code in ways that the compiler cannot. Assembly is also useful for time-critical or real-time 

processes, because unlike with high-level languages, there is no ambiguity about how the code 

will be compiled. The timing can be strictly controlled, which is useful for writing simple device 

drivers. This section will look at multiple techniques for mixing C and Assembly program 

development. 

Inline Assembly 

One of the most common methods for using assembly code fragments in a C programming 

project is to use a technique called inline assembly. Inline assembly is invoked in different 

compilers in different ways. Also, the assembly language syntax used in the inline assembly 

depends entirely on the assembly engine used by the C compiler. Microsoft C++, for instance, 

only accepts inline assembly commands in MASM syntax, while GNU GCC only accepts inline 

assembly in GAS syntax (also known as AT&T syntax). This page will discuss some of the 

basics of mixed-language programming in some common compilers. 

Microsoft C Compiler 

Turbo C Compiler 

GNU GCC Compiler 

Borland C Compiler 

Linked Assembly 

When an assembly source file is assembled by an assembler, and a C source file is compiled by a 

C compiler, those two object files can be linked together by a linker to form the final 

executable. The beauty of this approach is that the assembly files can written using any syntax 

and assembler that the programmer is comfortable with. Also, if a change needs to be made in 

the assembly code, all of that code exists in a separate file, that the programmer can easily 



access. The only disadvanges of mixing assembly and C in this way are that a)both the assembler 

and the compiler need to be run, and b) those files need to be manually linked together by the 

programmer. These extra steps are comparatively easy, although it does mean that the 

programmer needs to learn the command-line syntax of the compiler, the assembler, and the 

linker. 

Inline Assembly vs. Linked Assembly 

Advantages of inline assembly: 

Short assembly routines can be embedded directly in C function in a C code file. The mixed-

language file then can be completely compiled with a single command to the C compiler (as 

opposed to compiling the assembly code with an assembler, compiling the C code with the C 

Compiler, and then linking them together). This method is fast and easy. If the in-line assembly 

is embedded in a function, then the programmer doesn't need to worry about 

#Calling_Conventions, even when changing compiler switches to a different calling convention. 

Advantages of linked assembly: 

If a new microprocessor is selected, all the assembly commands are isolated in a ".asm" file. The 

programmer can update just that one file -- there is no need to change any of the ".c" files (if they 

are portably written). 

Calling Conventions 

When writing separate C and Assembly modules, and linking them with your linker, it is 

important to remember that a number of high-level C constructs are very precisely defined, and 

need to be handled correctly by the assembly portions of your program. Perhaps the biggest 

obstacle to mixed-language programming is the issue of function calling conventions. C 

functions are all implemented according to a particular convention that is selected by the 

programmer (if you have never "selected" a particular calling convention, it's because your 

compiler has a default setting). This page will go through some of the common calling 

conventions that the programmer might run into, and will describe how to implement these in 

assembly language. 

Code compiled with one compiler won't work right when linked to code compiled with a 

different calling convention. If the code is in C or another high-level language (or assembly 

language embedded in-line to a C function), it's a minor hassle -- the programmer needs to pick 

which compiler / optimization switches she wants to use today, and recompile every part of the 

program that way. Converting assembly language code to use a different calling convention takes 

more manual effort and is more bug-prone. 

Unfortunately, calling conventions are often different from one compiler to the next -- even on 

the same CPU. Occasionally the calling convention changes from one version of a compiler to 

the next, or even from the same compiler when given different "optimization" switches. 

http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Embedded_Systems/Mixed_C_and_Assembly_Programming#Calling_Conventions


Unfortunately, many times the calling convention used by a particular version of a particular 

compiler is inadequately documented. So assembly-language programmers are forced to use 

reverse engineering techniques to figure out the exact details they need to know in order to call 

functions written in C, and in order to accept calls from functions written in C. 

The typical process is: 

 write a ".c" file with stubs ... details??? ... ... exactly the same number and type of inputs and 

outputs that you want the assembly-language function to have. 

 Compile that file with the appropriate switches to give a mixed assembly-language-with-

c-in-comments file (typically a ".cod" file). (If your compiler can't produce an assembly 

language file, there is the tedious option of disassembling the binary ".obj" machine-code 

file). 

 Copy that ".cod" file to a ".asm" file. (Sometimes you need to strip out the compiled hex 

numbers and comment out other lines to turn it into something the assembler can handle). 

 Test the calling convention -- compile the ".asm" file to an ".obj" file, and link it (instead 

of the stub ".c" file) to the rest of the program. Test to see that "calls" work properly. 

 Fill in your ".asm" file -- the ".asm" file should now include the appropriate header and 

footer on each function to properly implement the calling convention. Comment out the 

stub code in the middle of the function and fill out the function with your assembly 

language implementation. 

 Test. Typically a programmer single-steps through each instruction in the new code, 

making sure it does what they wanted it to do. 

Parameter Passing 

Normally, parameters are passed between functions (either written in C or in Assembly) 

via the stack. For example, if a function foo1() calls a function foo2() with 2 parameters 

(say characters x and y), then before the control jumps to the starting of foo2(), two bytes 

(normal size of a character in most of the systems) are filled with the values that need to 

be passed. Once control jumps to the new function foo2(), and you use the values (passed 

as parameters) in the function, they are retrieved from the stack and used. 

There are two parameter passing techniques in use, 

1. Pass by Value 

2. Pass by Reference 

Parameter passing techniques can also use 

right-to-left (C-style) 

left-to-right (Pascal style) 



On processors with lots of registers (such as the ARM and the Sparc), the standard calling 

convention puts *all* the parameters (and even the return address) in registers. 

On processors with inadequate numbers of registers (such as the 80x86 and the M8C), all calling 

conventions are forced to put at least some parameters on the stack or elsewhere in RAM. 

Some calling conventions allow "re-entrant code". 

Pass by Value 

With pass-by-value, a copy of the actual value (the literal content) is passed. For example, if you 

have a function that accepts two characters like 

   void foo(char x, char y){ 

       x = x + 1; 

       y = y + 2; 

       putchar(x); 

       putchar(y); 

   } 

and you invoke this function as follows 

   char a,b; 

   a='A'; 

   b='B'; 

   foo(a,b); 

then the program pushes a copy of the ASCII values of 'A' and 'B' (65 and 66 respectively) onto 

the stack before the function foo is called. You can see that there is no mention of variables 'a' or 

'b' in the function foo(). So, any changes that you make to those two values in foo will not affect 

the values of a and b in the calling function. 

Pass by Reference 

Imagine a situation where you have to pass a large amount of data to a function and apply 

the modifications, done in that function, to the original variables. An example of such a 

situation might be a function that converts a string with lower case alphabets to upper 

case. It would be an unwise decision to pass the entire string (particularly if it is a big 

one) to the function, and when the conversion is complete, pass the entire result back to 

the calling function. Here we pass the address of the variable to the function. This has 

two advantages, one, you don't have to pass huge data, therby saving execution time and 

two, you can work on the data right away so that by the end of the function, the data in 

the calling function is already modified. 



But remember, any change you make to the variable passed by reference will result in the 

original variable getting modified. If that's not what you wanted, then you must manually 

copy the variable before calling the function. 

80x86 / Pentium 

... do I need to say anything about compact/small/large/huge here? ... 

CDECL 

In the CDECL calling convention the following holds: 

 Arguments are passed on the stack in Right-to-Left order, and return values are passed in 

eax. 

 The calling function cleans the stack. This allows CDECL functions to have variable-

length argument lists (aka variadic functions). For this reason the number of arguments is 

not appended to the name of the function by the compiler, and the assembler and the 

linker are therefore unable to determine if an incorrect number of arguments is used. 

Variadic functions usually have special entry code, generated by the va_start(), va_arg() C 

pseudo-functions. 

Consider the following C instructions: 

_cdecl int MyFunction1(int a, int b) 

{ 

  return a + b; 

} 

and the following function call: 

 x = MyFunction1(2, 3); 

These would produce the following assembly listings, respectively: 

:_MyFunction1 

push ebp 

mov ebp, esp 

mov eax, [ebp + 8] 

mov edx, [ebp + 12] 

add eax, edx 

pop ebp 

ret 

and 



push 3 

push 2 

call _MyFunction1 

add esp, 8 

When translated to assembly code, CDECL functions are almost always prepended with an 

underscore (that's why all previous examples have used "_" in the assembly code). 

STDCALL 

STDCALL, also known as "WINAPI" (and a few other names, depending on where you are 

reading it) is used almost exclusively by Microsoft as the standard calling convention for the 

Win32 API. Since STDCALL is strictly defined by Microsoft, all compilers that implement it do 

it the same way. 

 STDCALL passes arguments right-to-left, and returns the value in eax. (The Microsoft 

documentation erroneously claims that arguments are passed left-to-right, but this is not 

the case.) 

 The called function cleans the stack, unlike CDECL. This means that STDCALL doesn't 

allow variable-length argument lists. 

Consider the following C function: 

_stdcall int MyFunction2(int a, int b) 

{ 

   return a + b; 

} 

and the calling instruction: 

 x = MyFunction2(2, 3); 

These will produce the following respective assembly code fragments: 

:_MyFunction@8 

push ebp 

mov ebp, esp 

mov eax, [ebp + 8] 

mov edx, [ebp + 12] 

add eax, edx 

pop ebp 

ret 8 

and 

push 3 



push 2 

call _MyFunction@8 

There are a few important points to note here: 

1. In the function body, the ret instruction has an (optional) argument that indicates how 

many bytes to pop off the stack when the function returns. 

2. STDCALL functions are name-decorated with a leading underscore, followed by an @, 

and then the number (in bytes) of arguments passed on the stack. This number will 

always be a multiple of 4, on a 32-bit aligned machine. 

FASTCALL 

The FASTCALL calling convention is not completely standard across all compilers, so it should 

be used with caution. In FASTCALL, the first 2 or 3 32-bit (or smaller) arguments are passed in 

registers, with the most commonly used registers being edx, eax, and ecx. Additional arguments, 

or arguments larger than 4-bytes are passed on the stack, often in Right-to-Left order (similar to 

CDECL). The calling function most frequently is responsible for cleaning the stack, if needed. 

Because of the ambiguities, it is recommended that FASTCALL be used only in situations with 

1, 2, or 3 32-bit arguments, where speed is essential. 

The following C function: 

_fastcall int MyFunction3(int a, int b) 

{ 

   return a + b; 

} 

and the following C function call: 

x = MyFunction3(2, 3); 

Will produce the following assembly code fragments for the called, and the calling functions, 

respectively: 

push ebp 

mov ebp, esp ;many compilers create a stack frame even if it isn't used 

add eax, edx ;a is in eax, b is in edx 

pop ebp 

ret 

and 

;the calling function 

mov eax, 2 



mov edx, 3 

call @MyFunction3@8 

The name decoration for FASTCALL prepends an @ to the function name, and follows the 

function name with @x, where x is the number (in bytes) of arguments passed to the function. 

Many compilers still produce a stack frame for FASTCALL functions, especially in situations 

where the FASTCALL function itself calls another subroutine. However, if a FASTCALL 

function doesn't need a stack frame, optimizing compilers are free to omit it. 

 

ARM 

Main page: Embedded Systems/ARM Microprocessors 

Practically everyone using ARM processors uses the standard calling convention. This makes 

mixed C and ARM assembly programming fairly easy, compared to other processors. The 

simplest entry and exit sequence for Thumb functions is:
[2]

 

an_example_subroutine: 

    PUSH {save-registers, lr} ; one-line entry sequence 

    ; ... first part of function ... 

    BL thumb_sub  ;Must be in a space of +/- 4 MB  

    ; ... rest of function goes here, perhaps including other function calls 

    ; somehow get the return value in a1 (r0) before returning 

    POP {save-registers, pc} ; one-line return sequence 

M8C 

AVR 

What registers are used by the C compiler? 

Data types 

char is 8 bits, int is 16 bits, long is 32 bits, long long is 64 bits, float and double are 32 bits (this 

is the only supported floating point format), pointers are 16 bits (function pointers are word 

addresses, to allow addressing the whole 128K program memory space on the ATmega devices 

with > 64 KB of flash ROM). There is a -mint8 option (see Options for the C compiler avr-gcc) 

to make int 8 bits, but that is not supported by avr-libc and violates C standards (int must be at 

least 16 bits). It may be removed in a future release. 

http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Embedded_Systems/ARM_Microprocessors
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/Embedded_Systems/Mixed_C_and_Assembly_Programming#cite_note-toolkit-2


Call-used registers (r18-r27, r30-r31) 

May be allocated by GNU GCC for local data. You may use them freely in assembler 

subroutines. Calling C subroutines can clobber any of them - the caller is responsible for saving 

and restoring. 

Call-saved registers (r2-r17, r28-r29) 

May be allocated by GNU GCC for local data. Calling C subroutines leaves them unchanged. 

Assembler subroutines are responsible for saving and restoring these registers, if changed. 

r29:r28 (Y pointer) is used as a frame pointer (points to local data on stack) if necessary. The 

requirement for the callee to save/preserve the contents of these registers even applies in 

situations where the compiler assigns them for argument passing. 

Fixed registers (r0, r1) 

Never allocated by GNU GCC for local data, but often used for fixed purposes: 

r0 - temporary register, can be clobbered by any C code (except interrupt handlers which save it), 

may be used to remember something for a while within one piece of assembler code 

r1 - assumed to be always zero in any C code, may be used to remember something for a while 

within one piece of assembler code, but must then be cleared after use (clr r1). This includes any 

use of the [f]mul[s[u]] instructions, which return their result in r1:r0. Interrupt handlers save and 

clear r1 on entry, and restore r1 on exit (in case it was non-zero). 

Function call conventions 

Arguments - allocated left to right, r25 to r8. All arguments are aligned to start in even-numbered 

registers (odd-sized arguments, including char, have one free register above them). This allows 

making better use of the movw instruction on the enhanced core. 

If too many, those that don't fit are passed on the stack. 

Return values: 8-bit in r24 (not r25!), 16-bit in r25:r24, up to 32 bits in r22-r25, up to 64 bits in 

r18-r25. 8-bit return values are zero/sign-extended to 16 bits by the caller (unsigned char is more 

efficient than signed char - just clr r25). Arguments to functions with variable argument lists 

(printf etc.) are all passed on stack, and char is extended to int. 

Warning: There was no such alignment before 2000-07-01, including the old patches for gcc-

2.95.2. Check your old assembler subroutines, and adjust them accordingly. 

Microchip PIC 

Unfortunately, several different (incompatible) calling conventions are used in writing programs 

for the Microchip PIC. 

http://techref.massmind.org/techref/microchip/pages.htm
http://techref.massmind.org/techref/microchip/pages.htm


And several "features" of the PIC architecture make most subroutine calls require several 

instructions -- much more verbose than the single instruction on many other processors. 

The calling convention must deal with: 

 The "paged" flash program memory architecture 

 limitations on the hardware stack (perhaps by simulating a stack in software) 

 the "paged" RAM data memory architecture 

 making sure a subroutine call by an interrupt routine doesn't scramble information needed 

after the interrupt returns to the main loop. 

 

MEETING REAL TIME CONSTRAINTS 

we begin to consider the issues involved in the accurate measurement of time. These issues are 

important because many embedded systems must satisfy real-time constraints. For example, 

consider the aircraft autopilot application illustrated in Figure  Here we assume that the pilot has 

entered the required course heading, and that the system must make regular and frequent changes 

to the rudder, elevator, aileron and engine settings (for example) in order to keep the aircraft 

following this path. An important characteristic of this embedded system is the need to process 

inputs and generate outputs very rapidly, on a time-scale measured in milliseconds. In this case, 

even a slight delay in making changes to the rudder setting (for example) may cause the plane to 

oscillate very unpleasantly or, in extreme circumstances, even to crash. However, in order to be 

able to have such an autopilot system certified for use, ensuring that the processing was ‘as fast 

as we could make it’ would not be enough to satisfy the relevant authorities: in this situation, as 

in many other real-time applications, the key characteristic is deterministic processing. What this 

means is that in many real-time embedded systems we need to be able to guarantee that a 

particular activity will always be completed within (say) 2 ms: if the processing does not match 

this specification, then the application is notsimply slower than we would like, it is useless. To 

date, the code we have developed certainly does not satisfy the real-time requirements of many 

embedded applications.  

 

Identifying problems with some simple switch-interface code bit 

 

 SWITCH_Get_Input(const tByte DEBOUNCE_PERIOD) 

{ 

tByte Return_value = SWITCH_NOT_PRESSED; 

if (Switch_pin == 0) 

{ 

// Switch is pressed 

// Debounce – just wait... 

DELAY_LOOP_Wait(DEBOUNCE_PERIOD); // POTENTIAL PROBLEM 

// Check switch again 

if (Switch_pin == 0) 

} 

{ 



// Wait until the switch is released. 

while (Switch_pin == 0);     // POTENTIAL CATASTROPHE 

Return_value = SWITCH_PRESSED; 

} 

// Now (finally) return switch value 

return Return_value; 

} 

 It  highlights two potential problems with function SWITCH_Get_Input(). 

The first problem is that we wait for a ‘debounce’ period in order to confirm that the switch has 

been pressed: 

DELAY_LOOP_Wait(DEBOUNCE_PERIOD);  

Because this delay is implemented using a software loop it may not be very precisely Timed The 

second problem is even more serious in a system with real-time characteristics. With this code: 

while (Switch_pin == 0); 

we cause the system to wait – indefinitely – for the user to release the switch. This means that a 

damaged switch connection – or a determined user – can bring the system to a halt. Such code is 

simply unacceptable in production code (and certainly would not achieve certification, in the 

case of the autopilot system).  

 

Creating ‘hardware delays’ using Timer 0 and Timer 1 

 

We have used simple loop delays (similar to that shown below) in earlier chapters: 

void DELAY_LOOP_Wait(const unsigned int DELAY) 

{ 

unsigned int x, y; 

for (x = 0; x <= DELAY; x++) 

{ 

for (y = 0; y <= 120; y++); 

} 

} 

This approach to generating delays is easy to understand and easy to use (on any embedded or 

desktop processor). However, it is not easy to produce precisely timed delays using this 

approach, and the loops must be re-tuned if you decide to use a different processor, change the 

clock frequency, or even change the compiler optimization settings. If we want to create more 

accurate delays, then we can do so using one of the 8051’s on-chip timers. As we noted in 

Chapter 2, all members of the 8051 family have at least two 16-bit timer / counters, known as 

Timer 0 and Timer 1. These timers can be used to generate accurate delays.  

To see how these timers operate, we need to explain the features of: 

● The TCON SFR; 

● The TMOD SFR; and, 

● The THx and TLx registers. 

We will first consider – in outline – how hardware timers are used to generate accurate delays, 

then consider each of the above timer components in more detail. 

a) Overview 
We noted in Chapter 2 that – when the timer hardware is running and appropriately configured – 

the timers are incremented periodically. In the original 8051 and 8052, the timers were 



incremented every 12 oscillator cycles: assuming we used a 12 MHz oscillator, the timers were 

incremented 1 million times per second.  In most cases, we will be concerned with 16-bit timers. 

Assuming the count starts at 0, then – after 65.535 ms – our 12 MHz 8051 will reach its 

maximum value (65535) and the timer will then ‘overflow’. When it overflows, a hardware flag 

will be set. We can easily read this flag in software. This is very useful behavior. For example, if 

we start the timer with an initial value of zero and wait until the flag is set, we know that 

precisely 65.535 ms will have elapsed. More importantly, we can vary the initial value stored in 

the timer: this allows us to generate shorter, precisely-timed, delays of – say – 50ms or 1ms, as 

required. Building on the material discussed above, calculations of hardware delays generally 

take the following form: 

● We calculate the required starting value for the timer. 

● We load this value into the timer. 

● We start the timer. 

● The timer will be incremented, without software intervention, at a rate determined by the 

oscillator frequency; we wait for the timer to reach its maximum value and ‘roll over’. 

● The timer signals the end of the delay by changing the value of a flag variable. As noted 

above, if we are using a ‘12-oscillations per instruction’ 8051, running at 12 MHz, the longest 

delay that can be produced with a 16-bit timer is approximately 65 ms. If we need longer delays, 

we can repeat the steps above. We will now consider how we can write code to achieve this. 

 

b) The TCON SFR 
 

117Meeting real-time constraints We first need to introduce the TCON special function register 

(SFR): see Table 6.1. The various bits in the TCON SFR have the following functions: 

 

TABLE 6.1 The TCON Special Function Register. Note that the grey bits are not connected with 

either Timer 0 or Timer 1 

 

Bit 7 (MSB) 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 (LSB) 

NAME TF1 TR1 TF0 TR0 IE1 IT1 IE0 IT0 

 

 

TR0, TR1 Timer run control bits 

 

These bits need to be set to 1 (by the programmer) to run the corresponding timer (TR0 

controls Timer 0, TR1 controls Timer 1). If set to 0, the corresponding timer will not run. Default 

value (after reset) is 0. 

 

TF0, TF1 Timer overflow flags 

 

These bits are set to 1 (by the microcontroller) when the corresponding timer overflows. 

They need to be manually cleared (set to 0) by the programmer. Default value (after reset) is 0. 

For completeness we will briefly explain the purpose of the remaining bits in TCON: 

 

IE0, IE1 Interrupt flags 

 



Set by hardware when an (external) interrupt is detected on Pin 12 or Pin 13, 

respectively. These features are not related to Timer 0 or Timer 1 and are not used in this book 

(these bitscan be left at their default value). 

 

IT0, IT1 Interrupt type control bit 

Used to determine with the external interrupt flags (above) are set in response to a falling 

edge (‘edge triggered’) or a low-level (‘level triggered’) input on the relevant port pins. These 

features are not related to Timer 0 or Timer 1 and are not used in this book (these bits can be left 

at their default value). 

 

c) What about interrupts? 
 

The code we use to create delays in this chapter will take the following form: while (TF0 

== 0); // Wait until Timer 0 overflows That is, we wait until the timer overflow flag indicates 

that the timer has reached its maximum value. It should be pointed out that the overflow of the 

timers can be used to generate an interrupt: this can allow you to perform other activities while 

the counting goes on. We will not make use of this facility in the delay code presented in this 

chapter, but we will do so when we create an embedded operating system. 

To disable the generation of interrupts, we can use the C statements: 

ET0 = 0; // No interupts (Timer 0) 

ET1 = 0; // No interupts (Timer 1) 

 

d) The TMOD SFR 
  

We also need to introduce the TMOD SFR (Table 6.2). 

 

TABLE 6.2 The TMOD Special Function Register. See text for details 

 

The main thing to note is that there are three modes of operation (for each timer), set using the 

M1 and M0 bits. We will only be concerned in this book with Mode 1 and Mode 2, which 

operate in the same way for both Timer 0 and Timer 1, as follows: 

 

Mode 1 (M1 = 1; M2 = 0) 

16-bit timer/counter (with manual reload) 

 

Mode 2 (M1 = 0; M2 = 1) 

8-bit timer/counter (with 8-bit automatic reload)  

23 The remaining bits in TMOD have the following purpose: 

 

GATE Gating control 

We will not use gating control in this book. We will ensure that this bit is cleared, which 

means that Timer 0 or Timer 1 will be enabled whenever the corresponding control bit (TR0 

or TR1) is set in the TCON SFR. 

 

C / T–Counter or timer select bit 

We will not use counter mode in this book. We will ensure that this bit is cleared (for the 



appropriate timer), so that timer mode is used. 

 

e) The THx and TLx registers 
 

119Meeting real-time constraints 

 

The final components you need to be aware of are the two 8-bit registers associated with 

each timer: these are known as TL0 and TH0, and TL1 and TH1. Here, ‘L’ and ‘H’ refer to ‘low’ 

and ‘high’ bytes, as will become clear shortly. 

In all of the delay examples we use in this book, we will use the timers in Mode 1: that is, as 16-

bit timers. If we are using Timer 1 to generate the delays, then the values loaded into TL1 and 

TH1 at the start of the delay routine will determine the delay duration. For example, suppose we 

wish to generate a 15 ms hardware delay. We will assume that we are using a 12 MHz 8051, and 

that this device requires 12 oscillator cycles to perform each timer increment: the timer is 

incremented at a 1 MHz rate. 

 

A 15 ms delay therefore requires the following number of timer increments: 

 

15ms 

---------------- × 1000000 = 15000 increments. 

1000ms 

 

The timer overflows when it is incremented from its maximum count of 65535. 

 

Thus, the initial value we need to load to produce a 15ms delay is: 

 

65536 – 15000 = 50536 (decimal) = 0xC568 

 

We can load this initial value into Timer 1 as follows: 

 

TH1 = 0xC5;    // Timer 1 initial value (High Byte) 

TL1 = 0x68;    // Timer 1 initial value (Low Byte) 

 

 

MULTI-STATE SYSTEMS AND FUNCTIONS SEQUENCES: 

 

we considered the design of a simple aircraft autopilot system. We assumed that the pilot would 

enter the required course heading and that the autopilot would then monitor the aircraft position 

and orientation, and – where necessary – make changes to the rudder, elevator, aileron and 

engine settings in order to keep the aircraft following this path. In the case of the autopilot, the 

various sensor inputs would be measured at pre-determined intervals (typically every 10 ms). 

The autopilot would then calculate the required system outputs, and make appropriate 

adjustments to the relevant actuators. The ability to execute tasks on a periodic basis can be 

provided very effectively using a simple operating system like sEOS. On its own, however, 

periodic execution of functions would not allow us to meet all the requirements of the autopilot 

application. In particular, it would not allow us to execute the sequence of operations that would 



be required if we wanted to have the aircraft follow a preset course, carry out an automated 

landing or even retract its undercarriage. This requires us to execute a sequence of functions, in a 

predetermined order. 

 

In most cases, it is helpful to model such systems as a series of states: in each state, we 

may read system inputs and / or generate appropriate system outputs. This architecture is 

common not only in autopilot systems, but also in automatic car wash systems, industrial robots 

and traffic lights, all the way through to domestic dishwashers and microwave ovens.  

 

The common characteristics of such systems are that: 

 

● They involve a series of system states. 

● In each state, one or more functions may be called. 

● There will be rules defining the transitions between states. 

● As the system moves between states, one or more functions may be called.  

 

The different nature of the rules used to control the transitions between states allows us to 

identify two broad categories of multi-state systems: 

 

● Multi-State (Timed) 

 

In a multi-state (timed) system, the transition between states will depend only on the passage of 

time. For example, the system might begin in State A, repeatedly executing FunctionA(), for ten 

seconds. It might then move into State B and remain there for five seconds, repeatedly executing 

FunctionB(). It might then move back into State A, ad infinituum. A basic traffic-light control 

system might follow this pattern. 

 

● Multi-State (Input/Timed) 

 

This is a more common form of system, in which the transition between states (and behaviour in 

each state) will depend both on the passage of time and on system inputs.  For example, the 

system might only move between State A and State B if a particular input is received within X 

seconds of a system output being generated. The autopilot system discussed at the start of this 

chapter might follow this pattern, as might a control system for a washing machine, or an 

intruder alarm system. For completeness, we will mention one further possibility:  

 

● Multi-State (Input) 

 

This is a comparatively rare form of system, in which the transition betweenstates (and 

behaviour in each state) depends only on the system inputs. For example, the system might only 

move between State A and State B if a particular input is received. It will remain indefinitely in 

State A if this input is not received. Such systems have no concept of time, and – therefore – no 

way of implementing timeout or similar behaviours. We will not consider such systems in this 

book. 

 

Implementing a Multi-State (Timed) system 



 

We can describe the time-driven, Multi-State architecture as follows: 

 

● The system will operate in two or more states. 

● Each state may be associated with one or more function calls.  

● Transitions between states will be controlled by the passage of time. 

● Transitions between states may also involve function calls. 

 

Please note that, in order to ease subsequent maintenance tasks, the system states should not be 

arbitrarily named, but should – where possible – reflect a physical state observable by the user 

and / or developer. For example, a telephone system with the set of states {‘State 1’, ‘State 2’, 

‘State 3’} may prove more difficult to maintain than one with states {‘Charging’, ‘In use’, 

‘Ringing’}. Please also note that the system states will usually be represented by means of a 

switch statement in the operating system ISR.  

 

We illustrate this architecture in the two examples that follow. 

 

Example: Traffic light sequencing 

 

Suppose we wish to create a system for driving three traffic light bulbs in a traffic system for use 

in Europe. The conventional ‘red’, ‘amber’ (orange) and ‘green’ bulbs will be used, with 

European sequencing . 

 

a) Basic system architecture 
 

A basic version of the traffic-light sequencer requires no inputs from the environment and will 

perform well by executing a sequence of pre-determined manoeuvres. It is a classic example of a 

Multi-State (Timed) system.  

 

b) The system states 
 

In this case, the various states are easily identified: 

 

● Red 

● Red-Amber 

● Green 

● Amber  

 

In the code, we will represent these states as follows: 

 

// Possible system states 

 

typedef enum {RED, RED_AND_AMBER, GREEN, AMBER} eLight_State; 

We will store the time to be spent in each state using appropriate constants: 

 

// Times in each of the (four) possible light states 



// (Times are in seconds) 

// 

#define RED_DURATION 20 

#define RED_AND_AMBER_DURATION 5 

#define GREEN_DURATION 30 

#define AMBER_DURATION 5 

In this simple case, we do not require function calls from (or between) system states: the required 

behaviour will be implemented directly through control of the (three) port pins which – in the 

final system – would be connected to appropriate bulbs.  

For example: 

case RED:  

{ 

Red_light = ON; 

Amber_light = OFF; 

Green_light = OFF; 

 

Part of an example showing traffic-light sequencing using a simple EOS 

/*------------------------------------------------------------*- 

Main.c (v1.00) 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

Traffic light example. 

-*------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

#include "Main.H" 

#include "Port.H" 

#include "Simple_EOS.H" 

#include "T_Lights.H" 

/* --------------------------------------------------------- */ 

void main(void) 

{ 

// Prepare to run traffic sequence 

TRAFFIC_LIGHTS_Init(RED);  

// Set up simple EOS (50 ms ticks) 

sEOS_Init_Timer2(50);  

while(1) // Super Loop 

{ 

} 

// Enter idle mode to save power 

sEOS_Go_To_Sleep(); 

} 

/*------------------------------------------------------------* 

---- END OF FILE -------------------------------------------- 

-*------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

Part of an example showing traffic-light sequencing using a simple EOS 

/*------------------------------------------------------------*- 

T_Lights.H (v1.00) 



------------------------------------------------------------- 

– See T_Lights.C for details. 

-*------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

#ifndef _T_LIGHTS_H 

#define _T_LIGHTS_H 

// ------ Public data type declarations ----------------------- 

// Possible system states 

typedef enum {RED, RED_AND_AMBER, GREEN, AMBER} eLight_State; 

// ------ Public function prototypes -------------------------- 

void TRAFFIC_LIGHTS_Init(const eLight_State); 

void TRAFFIC_LIGHTS_Update(void); 

#endif 

/*------------------------------------------------------------*---- 

END OF FILE -------------------------------------------- 

-*-----------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

 

 

Part of an example showing traffic-light sequencing using a simple EOS 

 

/*------------------------------------------------------------*- 

T_lights.C (v1.00) 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

Traffic light control program (Test Version 1.0) 

-*------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

#include "Main.H" 

#include "Port.H" 

#include "T_lights.H" 

// ------ Private constants ----------------------------------- 

// Easy to change logic here 

#define ON 0 

#define OFF 1 

// Times in each of the (four) possible light states 

// (Times are in seconds) 

#define RED_DURATION 20 

#define RED_AND_AMBER_DURATION 5 

#define GREEN_DURATION 30 

#define AMBER_DURATION 5 

// ------ Private variables ----------------------------------- 

// The state of the system 

static eLight_State Light_state_G; 

// The time in that state 

static tLong Time_in_state; 

// Used by sEOS 

static tByte Call_count_G = 0; 

/*------------------------------------------------------------*- 



TRAFFIC_LIGHTS_Init() 

Prepare for traffic light activity. 

-*------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

void TRAFFIC_LIGHTS_Init(const eLight_State START_STATE) 

{ 

Light_state_G = START_STATE; // Decide on initial state 

} 

/*------------------------------------------------------------*TRAFFIC_LIGHTS_Update() 

Must be called once per second. 

-*------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

void TRAFFIC_LIGHTS_Update(void) 

 

{ 

switch (Light_state_G) 

{ 

case RED:  

{ 

Red_light = ON; 

Amber_light = OFF; 

Green_light = OFF; 

if (++Time_in_state == RED_DURATION) 

{ 

Light_state_G = RED_AND_AMBER; 

Time_in_state = 0; 

} 

break; 

} 

case RED_AND_AMBER: 

{ 

Red_light = ON; 

Amber_light = ON; 

Green_light = OFF; 

if (++Time_in_state == RED_AND_AMBER_DURATION) 

{ 

Light_state_G = GREEN; 

Time_in_state = 0; 

} 

break; 

} 

case GREEN: 

{ 

Red_light = OFF; 

Amber_light = OFF; 

Green_light = ON; 

if (++Time_in_state == GREEN_DURATION) 

{ 



Light_state_G = AMBER; 

Time_in_state = 0; 

} 

break; 

} 

case AMBER: 

{ 

Red_light = OFF; 

Amber_light = ON; 

Green_light = OFF; 

} 

} 

if (++Time_in_state == AMBER_DURATION) 

{ 

Light_state_G = RED; 

Time_in_state = 0; 

} 

break; 

} 

/*------------------------------------------------------------*---- 

END OF FILE -------------------------------------------- 

-*------------------------------------------------------------*/ 

 

 

 

EMBEDDED SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT TOOLS: 

 

 9.1 Introduction 

 Application programs are typically developed, compiled, and run on host system 

 Embedded programs are targeted to a target processor (different from the 

development/host processor and operating environment) that drives a device or 

controls 

 What tools are needed to develop, test, and locate embedded software into the 

target processor and its operating environment? 

 Distinction 

 Host: Where the embedded software is developed, compiled, tested, debugged, 

optimized, and prior to its translation into target device.  (Because the host has 

keyboards, editors, monitors, printers, more memory, etc. for development, while 

the target may have not of these capabilities for developing the software.) 

 Target: After development, the code is cross-compiled, translated – cross-

assembled, linked (into target processor instruction set) and located into the target 

 Cross-Compilers –  

 Native tools are good for host, but to port/locate embedded code to target, the host 

must have a tool-chain that includes a cross-compiler, one which runs on the host 

but produces code for the target processor 



 Cross-compiling doesn’t guarantee correct target code due to (e.g., differences in 

word sizes, instruction sizes, variable declarations, library functions) 

 Cross-Assemblers and Tool Chain 

 Host uses cross-assembler to assemble code in target’s instruction syntax for the 

target 

 Tool chain is a collection of compatible, translation tools, which are ‘pipelined’ to 

produce a complete binary/machine code that can be linked and located into the 

target processor 

 (See Fig 9.1) 

 

 
 9.2 Linker/Locators for Embedded Software 

 Native linkers are different from cross-linkers (or locators) that perform additional tasks 

to locate embedded binary code into target processors 

 Address Resolution – 

 Native Linker: produces host machine code on the hard-drive (in a named file), 

which the loader loads into RAM, and then schedules (under the OS control) the 

program to go to the CPU. 

 In RAM, the application program/code’s logical addresses for, e.g., 

variable/operands and function calls, are ordered or organized by the linker.  The 

loader then maps the logical addresses into physical addresses – a process called 

address resolution.  The loader then loads the code accordingly into RAM (see 

Fig 9.2).  In the process the loader also resolves the addresses for calls to the 

native OS routines 

 Locator: produces target machine code (which the locator glues into the RTOS) 

and the combined code (called map) gets copied into the target ROM.  The 

locator doesn’t stay in the target environment, hence all addresses are resolved, 

guided by locating-tools and directives, prior to running the code (See Fig 9.3 and 

Fig 9.4) 

 



  

 
 

 Locating Program Components – Segments 

 Unchanging embedded program (binary code) and constants must be kept in ROM to be 

remembered even on power-off 

 Changing program segments (e.g., variables) must be kept in RAM 

 Chain tools separate program parts using segments concept 

 Chain tools (for embedded systems) also require a ‘start-up’ code to be in a separate 

segment and ‘located’ at a microprocessor-defined location where the program starts 

execution 

 Some cross-compilers have default or allow programmer to specify segments for program 

parts, but cross-assemblers have no default behavior and programmer must specify 

segments for program parts 

 (See Fig 9.5  - locating of object-code segments in ROM and RAM) 

 



 
 

 Locating Program Components – Segments – 1 

 Telling/directing the locator where (which segments) to place parts 

 E.g., Fig 9.6 

 The –Z tells which segments (list of segments) to use and the start-address of the 

first segment 

 The first line tells which segments to use for the code parts, starting at address 0; 

and the second line tells which segments to use for the data parts, starting at 

x8000 

 The proper names and address info for the directing the locator are usually in the 

cross-compiler documentation 

 Other directives: range of RAM and ROM addresses, end of stack address 

(segment is placed below this address for stack to grow towards the end) 

 Segments/parts can also be grouped, and the group is located as a unit 

 
 

 Initialized Data and Constant Strings 

 Segments with initialized values in ROM are shadowed (or copied into RAM) for correct 

reset of initialized variables, in RAM, each time the system comes up (esp. for initial 

values that are take #define constants, and which can be changed) 



 In C programs, a host compiler may set all uninitialized variable to zero or null, but this 

is not generally the case for embedded software cross-compilers (unless the startup code 

in ROM does so 

 If part(s) of a constant string is(are) expected to be changed during run-time, the cross-

compiler must generate a code to allow ‘shadowing’ of the string from ROM 

 Locator Maps and Executing Out of RAM 

 Output file of locators are Maps – list addresses of all segments 

 Maps are useful for debugging 

 An ‘advanced’ locator is capable of running (albeit slowly) a startup code in ROM, which 

(could decompress and) load the embedded code from ROM into RAM to execute 

quickly since RAM is faster, especially for RISC microprocessors 

 (See Fig 9.7 – Maps) 

 

 

 
 

 9.3 Getting Embedded Software into Target System 

 Moving maps into ROM or PROM, is to create a ROM using hardware tools or a PROM 

programmer (for small and changeable software, during debugging) 



 If PROM programmer is used (for changing or debugging software), place PROM in a 

socket (which makes it erasable – for EPROM, or removable/replaceable) rather than 

‘burnt’ into circuitry 

 PROM’s can be pushed into sockets by hand, and pulled using a chip puller 

 The PROM programmer must be compatible with the format (syntax/semantics) of the 

Map 

 (See Fig 9.8) 

 

 
 9.3 Getting Embedded Software into Target System – 1 

 ROM Emulators – Another approach is using a ROM emulator (hardware) which 

emulates the target system, has all the ROM circuitry, and a serial or network interface to 

the host system.  The locator loads the Map into the emulator, especially, for debugging 

purposes. 

 Software on the host that loads the Map file into the emulator must understand (be 

compatible with) the Map’s syntax/semantics  

 (See Fig 9.9) 

 
 



 9.3 Getting Embedded Software into Target System – 2 

 Using Flash Memory 

 For debugging, a flash memory can be loaded with target Map code using a 

software on the host over a serial port or network connection (just like using an 

EPROM) 

 Advantages: 

 No need to pull the flash (unlike PROM) for debugging different 

embedded code 

 Transferring code into flash (over a network) is faster and hassle-free 

 New versions of embedded software (supplied by vendor) can be loaded 

into flash memory by customers over a network -  Requires a) protecting 

the flash programmer, saving it in RAM and executing from there, and 

reloading into flash after new version is written and b) the ability to 

complete loading new version even if there are crashes and protecting the 

startup code as in (a) 

Modifying and/or debugging the flash programming software requires moving it into RAM, 

modify/debug, and reloading it into target flash memory using above methods. 

  

 

EMULATORS  AND DEBUGGERS: 

An in-circuit emulator (ICE) is a hardware device used to debug the software of an embedded 

system. It was historically in the form of bond-out processor which has many internal signals 

brought out for the purpose of debugging. These signals provide information about the state of 

the processor. 

More recently the term also covers JTAG based hardware debuggers which provide equivalent 

access using on-chip debugging hardware with standard production chips. Using standard chips 

instead of custom bond-out versions makes the technology ubiquitous and low cost, and 

eliminates most differences between the development and runtime environments. In this common 

case, the in-circuit emulator term is a misnomer, sometimes confusingly so, because emulation 

is no longer involved. 

Embedded systems present special problems for a programmer because they usually lack 

keyboards, monitors, disk drives and other user interfaces that are present on computers. These 

shortcomings make in-circuit software debugging tools essential for many common development 

tasks. 

In-circuit emulation can also refer to the use of hardware emulation, when the emulator is 

plugged into a system (not always embedded) in place of a yet-to-be-built chip (not always a 

processor). These in-circuit emulators provide a way to run the system with "live" data while still 

allowing relatively good debugging capabilities. It can be useful to compare this with an in-target 

probe (ITP) sometimes used on enterprise servers. 

Function 
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An in-circuit emulator provides a window into the embedded system. The programmer uses the 

emulator to load programs into the embedded system, run them, step through them slowly, and 

view and change data used by the system's software. 

An "emulator" gets its name because it emulates (imitates) the central processing unit of the 

embedded system's computer. Traditionally it had a plug that inserts into the socket where the 

CPU chip would normally be placed. Most modern systems use the target system's CPU directly, 

with special JTAG-based debug access. Emulating the processor, or direct JTAG access to it, lets 

the ICE do anything that the processor can do, but under the control of a software developer. 

ICEs attach a terminal or PC to the embedded system. The terminal or PC provides an interactive 

user interface for the programmer to investigate and control the embedded system. For example, 

it is routine to have a source code level debugger with a graphical windowing interface that 

communicates through a JTAG adapter ("emulator") to an embedded target system which has no 

graphical user interface. 

Notably, when their program fails, most embedded systems simply become inert lumps of 

nonfunctioning electronics . Embedded systems often lack basic functions to detect signs of 

software failure, such as an MMU to catch memory access errors. Without an ICE, the 

development of embedded systems can be extremely difficult, because there is usually no way to 

tell what went wrong. With an ICE, the programmer can usually test pieces of code, then isolate 

the fault to a particular section of code, and then inspect the failing code and rewrite it to solve 

the problem. 

In usage, an ICE provides the programmer with execution breakpoints, memory display and 

monitoring, and input/output control. Beyond this, the ICE can be programmed to look for any 

range of matching criteria to pause at, in an attempt to identify the origin of the failure. 

Most modern microcontrollers utilize resources provided on the manufactured version of the 

microcontroller for device programming, emulation and debugging features, instead of needing 

another special emulation-version (that is, bond-out) of the target microcontroller.
[1]

 Even though 

it is a cost-effective method, since the ICE unit only manages the emulation instead of actually 

emulating the target microcontroller, trade-offs have to be made in order to keep the prices low 

at manufacture time, yet provide enough emulation features for the (relatively few) emulation 

applications. 

Advantages 

Virtually all embedded systems have a hardware element and a software element, which are 

separate but tightly interdependent. The ICE allows the software element to be run and tested on 

the actual hardware on which it is to run, but still allows programmer conveniences to help 

isolate faulty code, such as "source-level debugging" (which shows the program the way the 

programmer wrote it) and single-stepping (which lets the programmer run the program step-by-

step to find errors). 
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Most ICEs consist of an adaptor unit that sits between the ICE host computer and the system to 

be tested. A header and cable assembly connects the adaptor to a socket where the actual CPU or 

microcontroller mounts within the embedded system. Recent ICEs enable a programmer to 

access the on-chip debug circuit that is integrated into the CPU via JTAG or BDM (Background 

Debug Mode) in order to debug the software of an embedded system. These systems often use a 

standard version of the CPU chip, and can simply attach to a debug port on a production system. 

They are sometimes called in-circuit debuggers or ICDs, to distinguish the fact that they do not 

replicate the functionality of the CPU, but instead control an already existing, standard CPU. 

Since the CPU does not have to be replaced, they can operate on production units where the CPU 

is soldered in and cannot be replaced. On x86 Pentiums, a special 'probe mode' is used by ICEs 

to aid in debugging.
[2]

 

In the context of embedded systems, the ICE is not emulating hardware. Rather, it is providing 

direct debug access to the actual CPU. The system under test is under full control, allowing the 

developer to load, debug and test code directly. 

Most host systems are ordinary commercial computers unrelated to the CPU used for 

development - for example, a Linux PC might be used to develop software for a system using a 

Freescale 68HC11 chip, which itself could not run Linux. 

The programmer usually edits and compiles the embedded system's code on the host system, as 

well. The host system will have special compilers that produce executable code for the 

embedded system. These are called cross compilers/cross assemblers. 

 

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS 

PART-A(2 MARKS) 

1. List the advantages in assembly language coding for an application. 

2. What do you mean by optimization of memory? 

3. How to declare NULL pointers in embedded C? 

4. Define exe file. 

5. What is an in-circuit emulator? 

6. What are reentrant functions in embedded software? 

7. Define a testbench. 

8. Define a host and a target. 

9. What is a cross compiler? 

10. What are real-time constraints for an embedded system? 

11. Specify the 2 categories of multi-state systems. 

12. What is a linker? 
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13. What is a locator? 

14. What is a simulator? 

15. What are the debugging tools available? 

16. What type of processor, operating system and language are used for embedded 

systems? 

17. List the advantages in high-level language programming. 

18. What are configuration files? 

19. How does a macro differ from a function? 

20. How will you optimize embedded system codes in OOPs language? 

PART-B(16 MARKS) 

1. a) Tabulate program elements: Macros and Functions and their uses. 

b) Explain the use of pointers, NULL pointers. 

2.  a) What are the advantages of using multiple function calls in cyclic order in the main() 

?Also, write the advantages of building ISR queues. 

b) What are the programming advantages of C++ ? What are the disadvantages of 

C++ ? 

3.  a) Compare programming in assembly language and in high level language ‘C’. 

b) What are the typical challenges of programming for embedded systems? 

4.  a) Compare C program compiler and cross-compiler. 

 b) Discuss the steps used for optimizing the use of memory in a system. 

 5. a) List the various software tools of embedded system and its uses. 

     b) Explain Software tools application with exemplary systems. 

      6. Explain the following program elements with suitable syntax and examples) 

      a)Include directories 

      b) Source files 

      c) Configuration files     

     d) Preprocessor directives 

     7. a) Discuss about the usage of function calls in embedded C language. 

    b) Discuss about multiple function calls in cyclic order. 



     8. a) Describe the debugging strategies used in embedded systems in detail. 

    b) what are the differences between linker and loader? 

     9. Explain the features of assemblers, compilers and cross-compilers used in  

          Embedded systems. 

10. a) What are simulators? What are the advantages and disadvantages of   

      simulators? 

      b) Describe the role of in-circuit emulator in the design of embedded system. 

 

 

UNIT V 

EMBEDDED SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT 

 

DESIGN ISSUES AND TECHNIQUES 

 

In order to understand what is involved in the design of embedded control systems, it is useful to 

elaborate an example of such a system. The chosen example comes from a commonly 

known application domain, so that all readers can quickly grasp the complexity and the required 

features of the design. At the same time, the example is sufficiently realistic to cover all relevant 

aspects (economical, technical, human resources, etc.) that show up (during the various phases) 

in the design and the lifecycle of an embedded control system. The example of a(automated) 

people mover meets these requirements. This Chapter is conceived as the story of how 

a fictitious company (People Move Company) deals with the decision to design a new 

people mover; this story approach allows to illustrate the different design criteria that become 

relevant in different phases of the product's design and life cycle. 

A people mover is an unmanned train. The first people mover became operational in 1967, as an 

attraction in Tomorrow land in Disneyland, California. (See the Wikipedia article for more 

details about the history and deployment of people movers.) Nowadays, people movers are used 

as transport systems all around the world. 

As the staff of People Move Company knows, designing an embedded control system is quite a 

job. A lot of people have to work together to attain an operating whole. From the moment on 

that People Move Company decided to take part in the call for bids for a new people mover 

project, the company tries to operate in a structured way. It subdivides the design job into three 

parts. 

 In a first step, the requirements analysis, the chief engineer of the company, together with (a 

representative of) the CEO, make a product requirements document, in which the company 
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expresses its views on the requirements of the client. In case the Board of the People Move 

Company decides the company can compete realistically in the bid —and this decision is in 

itself not an easy issue!— the requirements list will be used to draw up a quotation. 

 Secondly, and if the company is allowed to participate in the bid, it internally enters the high 

level design phase, during which it completes the list of client and product requirements with 

requirements the company imposes for the sake of internal interest. Design criteria as 

component reuse, service after sale, and maintenance get the attention during this phase, 

since these can make a large financial difference for the company. Moreover, the 

responsibles of the project make a plan of which of their employees can work on which parts 

of the job. 

 Then all involved employees can implement the detailed design of the people mover. 

After these design tasks, the people over has to be produced, serviced and maintained. 

The production process will not be discussed in detail here though. 

Requirements analysis[edit] 

People Move Company wants to design a fully automated vehicle for public transport. The 

responsibles for the project make up a list of technical, commercial and practical requirements 

the system has to meet in order to comply to the client's call for bids. This result is the product 

requirements document that is written in plain language. As the document expresses the 

requirements of the client, People Move Company wants to draw up the product requirements in 

dialogue with the client. In one such meeting, the client explains that he already is in the 

possession of rails on which the people mover will ride. People Move Company gets the 

specifications of these rails, as well as the standards for people transport that apply in the client's 

country. This brings in some design constraints, for example with respect to maximum velocities, 

acceleration profiles, weight, energy consumption, etc. In turn, People Move Company profits 

from the interactions with the client to explain the company's competitive advantages 

(technically as well as economically) as well as some product constraints that the company will 

want to comply to, for internal technical and economical reasons. Making these new constraints 

clear, in both directions, can indeed be of great importance when it comes to a lawsuit between 

client and company. 

The interaction with the client brings People Move Company to its final product 

requirements document, that will be submitted to the call for bids. Internally, the same document 

will serve as the first input for the company's own design team. While it cannot be intended to 

specify all requirements in full technical detail, it described the following list 

of important requirements that cannot be omitted. Where exactly the border lies between 
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a detail and a high-level requirement, and between important and lower-priority requirements, is 

very hard to explain or teach in general; especially because it involves so many company-

specific aspects: available man power and expertise, existing products whose design can be re-

used (partially) for the new product, etc. The economic success of a company will to a large 

extent depend on how good the design requirements team is in its job to create a realistic and 

competitive requirements document. 

Because of already existing products in its portfolio, the company decides to design a people 

mover that consists of a locomotive and one or more passenger carriages. The vehicle is driven 

by an electric motor and receives its power from the rails. The people mover can only run on 

special railroads that are equipped with beacons. These beacons are placed along the railroad and 

indicate to the people mover's control system a desired change in speed of the people mover. A 

map of the railroad together with the meaning of each beacon has to be loaded into the memory 

of the people mover controller before the vehicle can drive on this railroad. A sensor on the 

vehicle detects the beacons and reacts as indicated on the map. The possible reactions are: 

 speeding up with a certain amount. 

Remark: velocity and acceleration are limited to a specified maximum, according to a specified 

smooth profile, in order to realize a user friendly people over. Such profiles are part of many 

already existing railroad standards. 

 slowing down with a certain amount. 

Remark: deceleration is limited to a certain maximum. 

 stopping with a specified deceleration. 

As an example, a beacon just before a bend in the tracks indicates that the peoplemover has to 

slow down to a specified velocity. On the places where a terminal is indicated on the tracks, the 

vehicle stops. The place where the people mover stands still is specified by the client to differ 

with a maximum of one meter from the place indicated on the map. The doors open at least 0.1 

and at most 0.5 seconds after halting. Thirty seconds after the opening of the doors a warning 

signal sounds for one second and the doors close. At least 1 and at most 2 seconds after the 

warning signal the vehicle continues its travel. 

When it is getting dark, the headlights of the people mover and the internal illumination in the 

carriages must switch on on. The lights have a minimal intensity, specified by the client. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/locomotive


The company is not responsible when the railroad is blocked by any obstacle. 

Although the people mover is fully automated, a control tower is able to decide on the actions of 

the people mover. The speed and position of the vehicle (to a certain precision) can be seen on a 

display in the control tower. 

High-level design 

Hooray, People Mover Company was among the winners of the call for bids, and now gets some 

funding from the client to make a more detailed high-level design, in which all the technical 

details that are relevant to the client will have to be explained. The list of requirements 

mentioned above meets the overall needs of the client, but is not specific enough for the 

company's designers to make a complete analysis of the feasibility and the costs of the project. 

These people also have to take into account the requirements that are in the People Move 

Company's own interest, regardless of the client's wishes. For example, as People Move 

Company wants to accept only jobs that fit into its long term product portfolio vision and that it 

can support for decades, the designers have to think of features that facilitate component reuse 

and maintenance of the people mover product. These efforts will lower the cost of service 

after sale, and of later similar products that the company wants to bring to the market. To 

complete the list of requirements, the company's design team has a list of design criteria that its 

designers always have to have in mind. For the people mover these design criteria are: 

 Functionality: the people mover's first functionality is its ability to transport people in a fully 

automated way. 

 Safety: has to be incorporated at all levels of the design. Including failure modes and adding 

redundancy are common safety precautions. 

 Robustness: the design should have some margin to survive in conditions that are somewhat 

beyond what is asked by the client. 

 Cost: the price still has to be competitive. 

 Energy consumption: the company wants to improve its image of the least energy consuming 

vehicles. 

 Insensitivity for varying environmental conditions (humidity, temperature and vibrations) 

 Controllability: the people mover must be controllable from a control room. 

 Space and weight constraints 

 Certification and standardization 

 User interface 

 Life time 
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 Maintenance 

 Service after sale 

 

 

Figure 1: Global architecture 

 

 

Figure 2: Global architecture (refined) 
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Figure 3: Subsystems for the vehicle system of an automated peoplemover 

 

 

Figure 4: Communication between subsystems 

Now all design criteria have to be translated into requirements that can be added to theproduct 

requirements. The extra requirements thus ensure that all design criteria will be incorporated in 

the final people over. Some examples illustrate how this can be done. 

As already stated above People Move Company can save money by including features that 

facilitate service after sale. This could be implemented with a "maintenance from distance" 

system. 

Another way to save money and time is reusing infrastructure and components of previous 

models of the people over. The safety requirement was already partially included in the product 

requirements by specifying that a control tower has to be able to take over all commands. But 
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this is not enough, as safety has to be incorporated in all design levels. For example, while 

designing the cruise control function, the designer has to make sure that the current in the motor 

never exceeds a limit value. This could occur when the vehicle tries to go too fast on a slope. 

Some design criteria interfere with each other. User interface, for example, has to do with safety. 

The system design has to anticipate inattention of the users. It could happen that someone enters 

the people over while the doors are already closing. A sensor detecting this dangerous act, can 

prevent accidents. Also the design criteria life time, robustness and cost can interact. A designer 

has to have an idea of how long the system has to be in use. A long life time asks for robust 

components of higher quality. Of course this has an influence on the price. 

In high level design the requirements are translated in specifications, which means that vague 

requirements as cost, life time, maintenance, service after sale and energy consumption are 

expressed more precisely. Expected life time, cost and energy consumption are defined by a 

certain number. 

After fathoming the design criteria People Move Company has a more extended version of 

the product requirements in hand. With this the system engineers or system architects create a 

more formal set of functional specifications. They make up the global system architecture. This 

scheme divides the system into three main parts: 

 a traffic command system 

 a control command system 

 a vehicle command system 

Each part has a couple of inputs and outputs, represented by arrows in figure 1. The traffic 

command system for example gets information from beacons placed along the railroad and from 

the slopes themselves. These beacons indicate a change in speed of the people over. A map of 

the railroad together with the meaning of each beacon has to be loaded into the memory of the 

people over before the vehicle can drive on the railroad. A sensor on the vehicle detects the 

beacons and reacts as indicated on the map. The slopes result in a certain load torque. The inputs 

and outputs of the other parts are indicated on figure 1. Figure 2 describes the content of each 

part in more detail. 

Now the top of People Move Company decides who will work on which part of the job. In some 

cases it is useful to work with subcontractors. The company can also hire an expert with relevant 

experience. By dividing the system in subsystems, different teams can work concurrently to 

realize these different subsystems. This is called concurrent engineering. Good inter-team 

communication, e.g. in daily or weekly meetings, makes it possible to attune to each other. The 



optimal division in subsystems minimizes subsystem-communication and maximizes subsystem-

independency. Afterwards the subsystems are assembled into a fully operational system. 

Applying the division strategy on the automated people over results in seven subsystems. Figure 

3 illustrates the subsystems for the vehicle system of the automated people over. The last two 

subsystems are omitted in this illustration as they are not really related with the embedded aspect 

of the design. Therefore they will not be treated in the rest of this example. 

 A "Wireless communication" subsystem implements the transfer of information from the 

control tower to the train and vice versa. 

 Subsystem "CPU" functions as the brain of the train. In this subsystem all information is 

centralized and afterwards divided over the different subsystems. 

 Subsystem "Power" is responsible for building in the motor. 

 Subsystem "Control loop" makes the control loop of the drive. 

 Of course the people over needs information on the environment. Subsystem "Sensors" 

gathers information on bends in the railway, terminals, light intensity outside and detects the 

radio signal of the control room. 

 As the people over is a physical object, a subsystem has to take care of the "Mechanical 

design". 

 Appearances also count, especially if People Move Company wants to impress the public at 

large. Therefore a subsystem is in charge of the "Aesthetic design". 

Of course these subsystems cannot work on their own islands. Interaction between the different 

subsystems is inevitable. People Move Company designates an 'integrator' who will coordinate 

the discussions on how transfer of information between sub teams will be implemented. Figure 4 

shows which subsystems need to communicate with each other. The mechanical and aesthetic 

design teams are not drawn as they have to be in contact with all other teams. For example, 

"CPU" needs to know when the control room wants to take over control. This information can be 

wirelessly transferred to the people over. "Sensors" can provide information from beacons that 

indicate a desired velocity. This is a necessary input for the "Control loop" subsystem. 

Architecture 
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Figure 5: Detailed architecture 

The starting point for the detailed design is the global architecture with the division in 

subsystems. In a first step each subsystem has to find out which components he needs. 

Brainstorm sessions can be of great help here. The result of this process is the architecture of the 

peoplemover, illustrated in figure 5. 

Furthermore the subsystems agree on the form in which the information will be communicated. 

This can be in an analog or a digital signal. The specific number of bits or bytes is specified 

together with the exact meaning of each signal. If any of these conventions turns out to be 

unnatural in a later stadium of the process, the involved subsystems have to sit together again to 

modify the agreements. As already mentioned an 'integrator' coordinates these meetings. 

Now the different subteams can be set to work. The system architects avoid to (re)design every 

component though. Components that already exist are part of the Intellectual Property (IP) and 

can be used without having to design them again. Here the system architect makes a "make-or-

buy decision. 

 

 

Wireless communication[edit] 

The control tower wirelessly sends commands to the peoplemover. This set of commands is 

finite. Each command corresponds with a sequence of ones and zeros, a binary codeword. 

A huffman code is one way to assign a binary codeword to each command. The sequence of ones 

and zeros now has to be transferred to the peoplemover using a modulated electromagnetic wave. 
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A device that performs modulation and the inverse operation demodulation is known as 

a modem. The people over must be with equipped with an antenna and a modem. More 

information on communication can be found in the wiki book on Communication Systems and 

the wiki book on Data Coding Theory. The system designer's task is to choose a modulation 

method, a code and hardware (antennas and modems). 

Sensors[edit] 

From the product requirements document it is already clear that sensors will be needed in the 

people over. The system designer thus has to choose suitable sensors, decide where to place them 

and make sure that the sensor information ends up at the right address. For each type of sensor 

the designer has to look for different requirements. 

In every fact the people over needs sensors that can detect when it is getting dark outside. An 

obvious solution is a light sensor with fotovoltaic cells. Of course a lot of sensors of this kind 

exist. It is up to the designer which final sensor will be used. It is also important to decide where 

this sensor will be placed. The best place for the light sensors is probably on the roof of the 

vehicle. 

Also the communication with the control room asks for a sensor. Here one can think of sensors 

for radio detection. The environment in which the people over will be used is of great importance 

here, as the control tower always has to be able to make contact with the people over, even when 

the vehicle is in a tunnel. 

The designer has to choose how the beacons will work. At first sight optical sensors seem to be 

very interesting. The beacons could even send out coded signals. This choice will certainly lead 

to difficulties though, because the environment is very 'hostile'. A leaf or other natural object can 

easily disturb the signal. A more robust solution is thus needed. An option is to make the beacons 

magnetic. A sensor in the people over can then detect this magnetic field. 

Furthermore the people over needs to be equipped with a velocity sensor and weight sensors to 

detect overload. The outputs of this subteam is sent to the CPU and will result in an action. 

In general sensors are quite expensive. The cost design criterion has to be considered as a 

consequence when choosing the right sensors. 

CPU 

The central processing unit (CPU) handles the incoming information. In first instance this 

information comes from the magnetic beacons, but the control room can take over. The possible 

commands are: 
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Figure 6: Possible implementation of the CPU 

 Desired speed = maximum speed 

 Desired speed = 0.8*maximum speed 

 Desired speed = 0.6*maximum speed 

 Desired speed = 0.4*maximum speed 

 Desired speed = 0.2*maximum speed 

 Stop 

 Desired speed = 0.2*maximum speed in the other direction 

 Desired speed = 0.4*maximum speed in the other direction 

 Desired speed = 0.6*maximum speed in the other direction 

 Desired speed = 0.8*maximum speed in the other direction 

 Desired speed = maximum speed in the other direction 

 Reset counter 

 Lights on 

 Lights off 

Each time the wheel senses a magnetic signal from the railway, a counter is incremented with 

one unity. In this way every beacon has a corresponding counter's output. A logic circuit decodes 

this counter output. A programmable logic controller (PLC) provides a robust implementation. 

Figure 6 shows a possible implementation of the CPU. For a trajectory with sixteen beacons a 4-

bit counter is sufficient. The decoder contains the necessary information to give the right 

command each time a beacon signal arrives. A speed signal goes to the control loop subsystem 

or a signal is sent to the light controller. 

Control loop[edit] 
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Figure 7: Implementation of the drive's control loop 

One of the teams is in charge of the drive's control loop. The process this team implements is 

illustrated in figure 7. 

This subsystem receives the desired speed of the CPU team and the measured speed of the Power 

Team. These are digital signals. To convert them into analog signals the inputs are sent through 

Digital to Analog Converters. With the design criterion of robustness in mind it is wise to 

include low pass filters here. This increases the signal-to-noise ratio. A comparison of the 

resulting signals has to lead up to a voltage signal that steers the motor. The associated controller 

is the PI velocity controller. 

As already indicated in the high level design the current in the motor has to be limited for safety 

reasons. A clipper can be used to achieve this. 

A second controller is the current controller, which allows quick motor control. In fact the two 

PI-controllers are in a master-slave configuration. The master PI controls the speed by adjusting 

the requested current, while the slave controls the current manipulating the motor voltage. 

After all discussed manipulations the control loop gives a voltage signal in the output. This 

signal goes to the Power Team. 

The conceptual scheme of figure 7 thus consists of Digital to Analog Converters (DAC1 and 

DAC2), low pass filters (LPF), PI-controllers (PI vel and PI curr), amplifiers (A) and a clipper. 

These elements can be realized with a collection of resistors, capacities and other simple 

electronic components. 

Power[edit] 
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Figure 8: A PWM VFD diagram 

An automated people over is driven by an electric motor. Different implementations are used in 

practice. 

Most trains nowadays are driven by a variable frequency drive. A variable-frequency drive 

(VFD) is a system for controlling the rotational speed of an alternating current (AC) electric 

motor by controlling the frequency of the electrical power supplied to the motor. The motor used 

in a VFD system is usually a three-phase induction motor. AC input power is first converted to 

DC intermediate power using a rectifier bridge. The DC intermediate power is then converted to 

quasi-sinusoidal AC power using an inverter switching circuit. The VFD steering circuit is 

pictured in figure 8. 

Since the control loop subsystem steers the power subsystem, these two subsystems will have to 

communicate. The control loop's steer signal (named PWM) carries information in its frequency. 

This signal is compared with a triangle wave with a much higher frequency. The comparator's 

output steers the 2 switches of one phase. As a result each phase has a quasi-sinusoidal 

waveform with the same frequency as the control loop's steer signal. The power subsystem also 

has other functions to fulfill such as measuring the current through the motor and measuring the 

speed of the motor. Again multiple implementations are possible. Just one of those is described 

here. 

The control loop subsystem limits the desired acceleration to avoid a large current through the 

motor. Therefore the control loop subsystem needs an input signal proportional to the motor 

current. The current can be measured by connecting a small resistance in series with the motor. 

The voltage across this small resistance is proportional to the motor current. A differential 

amplifier is used to become a voltage signal with a range of [-5V, 5V]. 
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In the power subsystem itself, a current limiter is also built in. In all kinds of applications 

redundancy is used to increase safety. This is very important to become a robust and safe system. 

The actual speed of the people over is necessary information for subsystem control loop to 

control the speed. The speed can be measured by a rotary encoder placed on the wheel axis. The 

output of the encoder serves as input of a microcontroller that sends out a 8-bit digital signal to 

subsystem CPU and subsystem control loop. 

Another important functionality that has to be implemented in the power subsystem is the 

emergency brake. When subsystem CPU sets the stop signal high (5V) the motor has to be 

stopped immediately. This functionality can be implemented in many ways. The most obvious 

way is to OR the Stop signal with the pulses from the pulse width modulation. 

Testing[edit] 

An indispensable part of the design is testing. All subteams have to test their own system. 

Moreover the different subsystems have to be tested in smaller groups. Of course the final step is 

to test the whole. For example, more on software testing can be found on software testing. 

 

CASE STUDIES 

IMPORTANT QUESTIONS 

PART-A(2 MARKS) 

1. Why is UML a powerful modeling language? 

2. What is a synchronization object? 

3. List the various software layers in software architecture of a camera system. 

4. Define Hardware Architecture. 

5. What are the 2 different approaches for designing an embedded system? 

6. List the issues in hardware and software design for an embedded system. 

7. Specify the advantages of hardware implementations. 

8. Specify the advantages of software implementations. 

9. List the choices available for embedded system processors. 

10. Mention the language used for simulating and synthesizing gate level design. 

11. How will you implement FSM and state transitions? 

12. List any 4 factors which should be taken into account while choosing a 

microprocessor or microcontroller. 
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13. Specify few data sets which are allotted memory 

14. What are the registers in a device? 

15. List the various performance metrics. 

16. List the metrics based on which real-time program performance depends upon. 

17. What are the ways in which you accelerate the performance? 

18. What does a PLC unit consist of? 

19. How does a port instruction data type differ from one platform to another 

platform? 

20. What are the criteria to be considered about which the microcontroller is to be 

used? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PART-B(16 MARKS) 

1. Draw and explain basic system(ACVS) of an Automatic Chocolate Vending 

Machine. 

2. Identify the tasks for an ACVS. Explain the various interprocess communication 

methods required in implementing the application. 

3. Perform the case study for an ACVS using MUCOS RTOS. 

4. Perform the case study of an embedded system for a smart card. 

5. What are the hardware and software design issues to be considered while 

designing an embedded system? 

 

 


